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The more "HOME SWEET HOME" residents feel in their
apartment or condo, the more likely they are to stay. For owners
of multifamily buildings, longer tenancies can translate into
significant improvements to your bottom line because vacancy
related costs such as recruiting new tenants, cleaning and
preparing units, and losing rental income can be dramatically
reduced. Energy efficiency improvements benefit existing and
prospective tenants, too, by providing them with a more
comfortable, affordable, and pleasant living space.

To find out how to make your multifamily property
"HOME SWEET HOME" for new and existing tenants, call
1-800-594-7277. Please be sure to mention code JPM
when you call.

National Grid provides generous financial incentives and rebates
toward the cost of certain energy efficiency improvements:

energy -efficient lighting upgrades and controls

 occupancy sensors
 hot-water saving measures

and pipe wrap
 programmable thermostats

 insulation and air sealing

low -flow showerheads, aerators,

 high -efficiency heating, water heating and cooling equipment
upgrades and controls

 ENERGY STAR® -qualified refrigerators

 other energy improvements determined on a site -specific basis.

This program is available to property owners or managers of an apartment or condominium complex located in Massachusetts containing 5 or more units per complex that has active National Grid
residentiat gas and/or etectric accounts. Measures are analyzed for eligibility on a project -by -project basis. Offer is subject to change or cancellation without notice. Some restrictions may apply.

5avings and energy efficiency experiences may vary. ©201 4 National Grid.
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Sometimes being able to tell the future has less to do with clairvoyance
and more to do with keeping an ear to the ground and being aware of
the good, bad and the ugly at your property. In this issue of JPM, we

explore what -if scenarios-from copper theft to volatile organic compound
vapors in the subsurface soil-that can damage the value of the asset you
manage. In addition to being aware of potential threats to the physical asset,
we also take a look at ways in which you can increase the value of your as-
set-whether through becoming more aware of new trends in amenities, or
bringing real value to your buildings by developing sustainable practices.

Copper theft-an epidemic across the nation spurred by copper's record-

high values in recent years and vacant properties that have become easy tar-
gets-has hit property managers especially hard. The cost of the theft is just
the beginning: sometimes repairing the damage done by the theft can cost
more than the theft itself. "Copper Theft" (p. 48) explores how managers can
be proactive in keeping thieves away.

Do you know what's lurking underneath your property? The presence of
volatile organic compound (VOC) vapors in subsurface soil has been shown
to be able to penetrate building foundations and raise health concerns for
building occupants. A potential vapor intrusion issue should be treated like
any other environmental concern that might impact a property-issues like
asbestos, lead based paint, radon, etc. "Vapor Encroachment and Intrusion"
(p. 30) examines both the science and the business concerns behind this is-
sue, and how it relates to property managers.

Tailoring the latest amenities and extras to the changing needs and wants
of your building's demographics can be a challenge. Being nimble-by be-
ing both proactive and reactive to subtle changes in the market-is what can
set apart your properties from others. In, "Changing Tastes Fuel an Ame-
nities Arms Race," (p. 16) IREM Members discuss how property managers

profitability.

IREM Sustainability, (www.lREM-

sustainability.com), is a revolution-
ary program designed to help property
managers pursue efficient buildings. I
invite you to take advantage of this ex-
traordinary member benefit and add
tangible, measurable value to the prop-
erties you manage. While you're there,
read an exclusive interview from Jeffrey
Warwick, CPM, Director of Sustainabil-

ity for Weingarten Realty Investors, on
how his company has created a "Green
Team" (p. 52) to integrate sustainability
into their daily operations.

Don't miss the Leadership and
Legislative Summit, featuring
Capitol Hill Visits Day, April 5-9!
IREM has been staying on top of leg-
islative issues for more than 80 years.
Don't miss your opportunity to support
the efforts of IREM and the industry
by joining us in the annual Capitol Hill
Visits in Washington D.C., where you
will have the opportunity to meet with
U.S. Congressional members and lobby
on important industry issues.

See you in Washington, D.C. .

irem.org/jprn I jpm
I 5
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BITCOIN IN

REAL ESTATE?
Sarasota Herald Tribune
As a growing number of businesses warm up to bitcoin a rela . --,
tively new form of virtual money-the real estate industry may be
next to embrace the somewhat controversial currency. BOND New York, a property
brokerage in Manhattan, started 2014 with an announcement that it would recognize !j
bitcoin as a viable payment option for real estate deals. The realty office-which says
the virtual currency will facilitate mobile payments, increase security, curtail fees and -

strengthen identity protection-is thought to be the first traditional real estate office in the country to officially
welcome bitcoin, which has a value of roughly $750 per unit. According to BOND New York co-founder Noah
Freedman, "Bitcoin is a convenient and inexpensive way for our customers to transfer money so we see it as a win -
win situation which will impact the real estate industry." .

OFFICE -RENTAL MARKET
IS GETTING STRONGER
Wall Street Journal
Reis Inc. is reporting that the recovery of the U.S. office market
gained momentum during the last three months of 2013. Busi-
nesses occupied an additional 8.5 million square feet of office space
during the fourth quarter. That was only a 0.25 percent increase
from the July -through -September period, but Reis researchers not-
ed that it was the biggest gain since the third quarter of 2007. The
expansion of tenants was offset by the completion of 9.1 million
square feet of new offices throughout the quarter-the most since
the fourth quarter of 2009, which left the market's vacancy rate at
16.9 percent.

Reis, which tracks 79 major U.S. office markets for its results, fur-
ther reports that the amount of occupied office space now stands at
slightly more than 3.4 billion square feet. At the current pace busi-
nesses are leasing new office space, it would take more than two
years to reach peak levels again. Many market observers are opti-
mistic demand for offices will gain steam throughout 2014, further
reducing the vacancy rate and allowing landlords to charge more
in rent. Average asking rents increased 0.7 percent in the fourth
quarter to $29.07 per square foot a year from the third quarter. Reis
senior economist Ryan Severino concludes, "A lot of the things that
held the market back [last] year probably won't be in place in 2014.
We're optimistic that 2014 can be better than 2013 was' .
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newsflash / soundbit.es / buzz

Businesses Must Post
Approved Signs to Keep
Out Concealed Guns

Chicago 'J ribune

With the application pro -

N 01 I C E cess for concealed weapons
beginning this month in Ii-
linois, business owners who
want to keep guns out of
their establishments must
now follow State Police

THE CARRYING OF A FIREARM. DEADLY WEAPON, uidehnes on what signs
OR DANGEROUS ORDNANCE ON THESE

PREMISES IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED IN must be displayed. Business
ACCORDANCE WITH OHIO REVISED CODE § 2923.120 owners can obtain a copy

VIOLATORS WILL BE CHARGED WITH CRIMINAL TRESPASS

of the sign on the agency s
P$1 VRRUANT 10 TH!JIQN.VI3E.DC0

website. "If the sign does not
meet statutory specifica-

tions, it would not be valid, and it could potentially be prob-
lematic to maintain criminal charges [against violators]",
said State Police Spokeswoman Monique Bond. Under the
law, concealed weapons permit holders can be charged with
a misdemeanor and have their permits suspended or re-
voked for carrying a weapon on the property of a business
with posted signs banning them.

Many of Chicago's major office building owners and
managers are still deciding how best to handle the issue.
"We're getting a lot of calls about the signage," confirmed
Ron Tabaczynsky, director of government affairs for the
Building Owners and Managers Association of Chicago.
So far, the approaches seem to be falling into two camps.
Some are issuing a blanket prohibition. "Others are taking
the tack that this is a concealed carry law, there's a licens-
ing procedure and a background check, and they're going
to put their faith in that," reports Tabaczynsky. Most build-
ing owners and operators appear to be most concerned
about security and liability issues despite provisions in the
law that protect companies from being held responsible for
incidents that involve concealed weapons permit holders.
Tabaczynsky concluded, "What we pretty much found was
there was an adjustment period, and after that it wasn't a re-
ally big deal. People came to view the posted notices much
in the same way they view the no -smoking signs." .

SOUNDBITES

"It's not the load that breaks you
down, it's the way you carry it."
-LLNA F Jr'NL

"Policies are many, principles
are few, policies will change,
principles never do."

!fliN C MA WF

"Before you are a leader, success is
all about growing yourself. When
you become a leader, success is
all about growing others."
-JACK WF (IH

"If you have the courage to
begin, you have the courage
to succeed."
-DAVID VISCOTI

"It is better to be hated for what
you are than to be loved for
what you are not."
-ANDRE (DL

"Even if you are on the right track,
you'll get run over if you just sit
there."

vVILL ROGER

"Whenever you find yourself on
the side of the majority, it is time
to pause and reflect."
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newsflash / soundbit.es / buzz

Businesses Must Post
Approved Signs to Keep
Out Concealed Guns

Chicago 'J ribune

With the application pro -

N 01 I C E cess for concealed weapons
beginning this month in Ii-
linois, business owners who
want to keep guns out of
their establishments must
now follow State Police

THE CARRYING OF A FIREARM. DEADLY WEAPON, uidehnes on what signs
OR DANGEROUS ORDNANCE ON THESE

PREMISES IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED IN must be displayed. Business
ACCORDANCE WITH OHIO REVISED CODE § 2923.120 owners can obtain a copy

VIOLATORS WILL BE CHARGED WITH CRIMINAL TRESPASS

of the sign on the agency s
P$1 VRRUANT 10 TH!JIQN.VI3E.DC0

website. "If the sign does not
meet statutory specifica-

tions, it would not be valid, and it could potentially be prob-
lematic to maintain criminal charges [against violators]",
said State Police Spokeswoman Monique Bond. Under the
law, concealed weapons permit holders can be charged with
a misdemeanor and have their permits suspended or re-
voked for carrying a weapon on the property of a business
with posted signs banning them.

Many of Chicago's major office building owners and
managers are still deciding how best to handle the issue.
"We're getting a lot of calls about the signage," confirmed
Ron Tabaczynsky, director of government affairs for the
Building Owners and Managers Association of Chicago.
So far, the approaches seem to be falling into two camps.
Some are issuing a blanket prohibition. "Others are taking
the tack that this is a concealed carry law, there's a licens-
ing procedure and a background check, and they're going
to put their faith in that," reports Tabaczynsky. Most build-
ing owners and operators appear to be most concerned
about security and liability issues despite provisions in the
law that protect companies from being held responsible for
incidents that involve concealed weapons permit holders.
Tabaczynsky concluded, "What we pretty much found was
there was an adjustment period, and after that it wasn't a re-
ally big deal. People came to view the posted notices much
in the same way they view the no -smoking signs." .
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Minneapolis Star Tribune

With technology rapidly changing the way people work together, one of the major commercial real estate trends of2014

will be a push by building owners and corporate tenants to remodel and reconfigure their spaces, according to a pair of
Twin Cities experts. Richard Keller, a first vice president in the Bloomington office of CBRE, and Julie Wishnack, com-
munity development director for the city of Minnetonka, spent the past year watching commercial real estate trends
play out from both the public and private sectors and said they are seeing some strong trends for2014 and beyond. Both

mentioned the reconfiguring of offices to keep up with new "paperless" environments, which have lead to a reduction
in space requirements for individual workstations. "The trend of space optimization, or space compression, will really
be coming to the forefront this year," said Keller. Keller said many firms are looking to drop minimum square footage
for an individual from 225 square feet to under 200 square feet for each employee. Also likely to dominate the year is a

continued boom in apartment construction and more new development in the medical office sector. 
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face-off /hiizz
ONE QUESTtON, TWO REM MEMBERS

'CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS ON PROSPECTS:
DO YOU BELIEVE IN THEM? DO YOU REQUIRE THEM? WHY OR WHY NOT?"

L
STEPHANIE BURG -BROWN,
MBA/MPA, CPM, CRS
BROKER/OWNER
BSA MANAGEMENT
PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

no
We do criminal background/credit/eviction checks on
potential tenants-but with the understanding that back-
ground checks will not prevent crime or injury.

What is the real value of a background check and are
you really going to get the information you hope to get?
When tragedy occurs, the first instinct is to leap into the
problem and see what can be done. However, background
checks would not divulge information pertaining to the
mental health of a prospective tenant. State law can also
impact what kind of information is available when a back-
ground check is conducted. Juvenile records present the
greatest challenge. Sealed and expunged records pose par-
ticular problems. Federal and state governments have en-
acted statutes providing for either sealing, expunging or
limiting access to juvenile records. The primary goal un-
derlying these statutes is to allow offenders to start anew
by removing the stigma associated with a criminal record.
State laws differ regarding "the procedure, criteria and in-
tended effect of sealing juvenile records.

Although most states do not forbid discrimination
based on an individual's conviction record, fourteen states
prohibit discrimination in certain circumstances, primar-
fly employment and licensure.

Both federal and some state statutes regulate how cer-
tain background checks may be conducted. The fed-
eral Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), for example,
regulates consumer reports.

 Some critics of background checks worry about the
potential negative impact on otherwise qualified ap-
plicants with criminal pasts.
Landlords/owners must consider the safety and wel-
fare of all persons in their housing units, apartments,
etc.

Landlord/owners/property managers do not have the
expertise to evaluate criminal records. More specifically,
critics contend that it is impossible even for trained ex-
perts to predict violence, so any judgments by owners/
landlords would be merely speculative and might deprive
deserving individuals of an opportunity to lease a prop-
erty.

JENNIFER MORAN, CPM
PORTFOLIO DIRECTOR, VESTA

CORPORATION
WEATOGUE, CONN.

yes
Criminal background checks in the multifamily indus-
try have been a useful resource used as qualifying crite-
ria for potential residents for many years. In my current
company, and prior company experiences, criminal back-
ground checks have always been required. In my opinion,
companies that implement a comprehensive policy that
includes criminal background checks enhances the selec-
tion process by identifying prospects who are involved or
have been involved in criminal activity. Most leases have
a "Criminal Activity" section stating: "Any criminal activ-
ity that threatens the health, safety or rights of peaceful
enjoyment, shall be cause for termination."

We all have heard the saying, "Past performance or
behavior can predict future performance or behavior."
I know that saying can cause some controversy and in-
tense argument, but let's stay on track with the subject.
As landlords and managers, we determine our risk factor
of the resident paying rent on time by running the credit
report. Poor credit ratings are a determining factor since,
if the prospect does not pay their bills or past rent in a
timely fashion, they most likely will not pay their rent to
our community in a timely fashion. If we are not willing
to take this risk, why should we ignore the criminal back-
ground aspect? Performing background checks identifies
similar risk factors; if there is a criminal background then
the chances of future criminal activity on your property
may be higher. Criminal activity on any property is not a
risk anyone should be willing to take.

Criminal background checks are not only a valuable
resource used to determine residency at our communi-
ties, but also a heightened security measure to the current
residents at our communities. By requiring criminal back-
ground checks, we are demonstrating our commitment to
the residents that we care who their neighbors are..
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DOWNLOAD ME

EVERNOTE FOOD o
If you already love using Evernote
to keep memos, webpages arid
other notes, then you'll love to

use Evernote Food. Take pictures,
create lists and include your
instructions in one spot. Keep the
recipes you love, save new recipes
you've created and easily search
for the ones you're looking for.
(iOS) (Android)

CARROT 0-

Carrot is the to-do list with
personality. What's the difference
between this and other to-do
lists? Simple: With carrot, you are
actually rewarded with points for
the things you accomplish on your
list. More points give you virtual
rewards. Carrot is like a personal
trainer who can be incredibly
praising or wittily angry-whatever
style you need to accomplish your
tasks. (lOS)

S CTS
People DON'T SNEEZE when .

they are ASLEEP because the
nerves involved in the SNEEZE
REFLEX are also RESTING. _____

____________

SKY RE
While FaceTirne is a great alter-
native to standard voice calls, it's

useless if you're trying to contact
someone without a Mac or compat-
ible iOS device. The Skype interface
is simple and easy;o:s::nabiing

make free calls to other Skype users
-. .. and inexpensive calls to anywhere

J
in the world. (iOS) (Android)

-o MYSCRIRT CALCULATOR
Love using your calculator but
cringe at entering in each small
number and mathematical symbol?
Then the MyScript Calculator is for
you. Using your own handwriting,
you can input math problems and
the app will convert symbols and
numbers to digital text in real time.
You can even scratch out numbers
and symbols. MyScript allows you
to achieve the same experience
as writing on a piece of paper.
(iOS) (Android)

A CUCUMBER consists
of 96 percent water.

A CROCODILE can't
stick out its tongue.

A1k V

.-..........................The letter 'U' is the only letter in the
alphabet that does not appear anywhere
on the PERIODIC TABLE OF ELEMENTS.

The fear of vegetables is Only female
called LACHANOPHOBIA. mosquitoes BITE.
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Highest and Lowest Operating Ratio El! (Expense/Income) by Metro Area:
Suburban Office Buildings

[The data supplied is for suburuan Obce Buildings vvih a minimum sample of 10 properties]
U Highest E/i Ratio* U Lowest E/i Ratio*

Orand. Calif.

0.56; 10

0.35; 35

0.31; 10

S; 11

0.31; 22
0.63; 11

*MiniIlmm sample of 10.

'4E/1 ratio is determined by dividing the Total Operating Costs (TOC) by the Total Actual Collections
(TAC). Operating Expenses do not reflect such items as ground rent, mortgage interest, amortization,
depreciation, income taxes or capital expendit ores.

*Besides suburban office buildings, downtown data is available in Metro, Regional and National
reports. Additionally, Income/Expense Analysis data is available for fotir other property types: Conventional

p Apartments, Shopping Centers, Federally Assisted Apartments, Condominiums, Coops & PUDs.

:::::::::::::::::

FIND MUCH MORE VALUABLE INFORMATION LIKE THIS
IN THE FULL LINE OF INCOME/EXPENSE ANALYSIS'
PRODUCTS, WHICH INCLUDES PRINT BOOKS, EBOOKS ____

' AND CUSTOMIZABLE ONLINE LABS. LEARN MORE AT 1/
WWW.IREM.ORG/INCOMEEXPENSE.
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JOHN KLEIN
(JKLE!Nâ
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PRINCIPAL

OF JDM

ASSOCIATES
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CHURCH. VA.
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MR. KLEIN IS

ALSO THE
AUTHOR OF
A PRACTICAL
GUIDE TO GREEN
REAL ESTATE
MANAGEMENT

AVAILABLE AT

IREMBOOKS.ORG.

Some of the latest real estate management
trends are a result of our business experienc-
ing substantial changes. Let's face it: Many in-
volved in the industry today did not come up
through the ranks the way we did in the past.

Generalists to Specialists
The position of Property Manager went from
being a generalist, nuts and bolts position,
to a more specialized position. Today, there
are large national and international property
management companies that have thousands
of employees, yet the property manager might
be working for a different company than the
building engineering team. And there may be
yet another company handling cost recoveries
from tenants or residents. Although they may
wear the same shirts that sport the same logos,
behind the scenes, they might not have com-
plete alignment in philosophies.

Separation of
Responsibilities
It is also common to see a split between who
handles leasing, accounting and other vi-
tal functions. Add in separate subcontracted
groups who handle issues with major mechan-
ical systems, controls, security and janitorial
services, and now there is a challenge in keep-
ing internal communications and operations
flowing smoothly.

We are seeing so much specialization that
the previous concept of a property manager

has morphed into a focused business enter-
prise manager. Where once we were confident
to manage many different types of real estate,
today we have specialties in specific food

groups: Multifamily garden style, high-rise,
suburban office, central business district high
rise office, strip centers, malls, assisted living,
student housing and the list goes on. Yet, as
the future unfolds, this trend may not neces-
sarily be a good one.

The Basics Never Go Out
of Style
As industry professionals and IREM Mem-
bers, we add value to ourselves and our brand
through demonstrating we have the skills to
enhance value in any type of property. The ba-
sic concepts are always going to be the same-
whether we are managing 60 garden style
units in the suburbs, or an 80 -story central
business district office building. Maximizing
occupancy, retaining and attracting tenants
and residents, and reducing expenses is always
a winning strategy, no matter the food group.
Our personal stock rises every day when we
demonstrate our abilities and prove results as
practitioners who understand all aspects of
property management.

Get to know other IREM Members that
manage property types outside of your com-
fort zone, and visit their properties. When you
travel, make plans in advance with members
of other IREM Chapters to see how their world
operates. Or join one of the IREM Shared In-
terest Communities (SICs).

Be relentless in constantly seeking ways to
learn more about your craft and create value
in all your activities. By having a lifetime corn-
mitment to broadening your knowledge base,
you become more sustainable and desirable.
After all: Don't we all want to be wanted? .

12 Jpm I Mar.Apr 2014
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IREM® SUSTAINABLE PROPERTY CHALLENGE
powered by

Green 111

A NEW IREM® SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM!

Go green... .and win! A revolutionary program to help commercial and residential property managers pursue
efficient buildings - from insight to action.

This program has three exciting components:

 Green Per Square Foot software allows property managers to profile their buildings, find
savings opportunities, and connect with solutions providers

 The REM® Sustainable Property Challenge is a friendly competition: can you operate the
most efficient building?

 REM® Certified Sustainable Property (CSP) -a new certification for high-performance buildings
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Want to channel your inner Julia Child? Even
better, do you want to know how a few select
cooking tips can actually help you in market-
ing your business and your properties? I ad-
mit that I'm no stranger to Food TV; however,
my newest marketing inspiration came from
an in -person cooking demonstration given by
Chef Zov Karamardian from Southern -Cali-
fornia -based Zov's Bistro.

Like many of you, perhaps, I am involved
with a local worthy cause. In my case, this is
a home for teen girls in crisis. We asked Zov
if she would donate her time to provide an
in -person cooking demonstration for a small
cadre of local corporate women at a benefit
event for our girls. She graciously agreed. Per-
sonable and charming, Zov offered her best
cooking (and marketing) advice while prepar-
ing our dish of Moroccan rice.

Here's what I discovered:

Don't Stir. Don't peek. Don't lift the lid.
Cooking, she said, is all about patience. With
rice, for example, if you lift the lid you're bound

to end up with soggy rice. Isn't the same thing
relatively true about our businesses? Some-
times, our inclination is to immediately jump
into the marketing arena with both feet when
perhaps we'd be better off to just listening to
our clients and customers first to see what
they really need before forging ahead. And
sometimes, great marketing takes patience,
just like any good dish. No stirring.

Go back to the classics.
Admit it, your grandma (or your mom) has
probably shared some of her basic, classic
cooking tips with you. Without grandma, we
might not know about them, but sometimes
you just have to get advice from a chef. Here's a

tip from our expert: When you're making rice,
tie a dishtowel firmly around the underside of
the lid of your pan (so the open part is on top
of the lid)-it absorbs the moisture and makes
fluffier rice.

This tip works in marketing our businesses
too. Want to show your clients how you can
provide solutions for them? Think about the
basics: a strong foundation, credibility and
building trust. Then, think about working from
the inside out: Sure, our goal for the cooking
event was indeed to raise money. More im-
portantly, the goal we actually achieved was to
capitalize on shared interests and create long-
term relationships. It works every time.

Squeeze in a little lemon: Occasionally,
we all get stuck. In cooking, perhaps the rice

explodes (it happens) or our cake falls flat.
In business, perhaps we've had unexpected
vacancies, or there's been a marketing snafu.
Zov's advice? Use a lemon. Whenever a dish
doesn't seem "bright" enough, or you know it
needs just a little something more, squeeze in
a little lemon. Stuck for an idea at work? Crank
up the creativity. Do a little brainstorming to
generate some new ideas. Use a lemon.

As Zov says, it all starts in the kitchen..
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AMENITIES HAVE ALWAYS BEEN A KEY DIFFERENTIATOR IN

ATTRACTING RESIDENTS TO LUXURY APARTMENT BUILDINGS,
WHETHER RENTALS OR CONDOS. CONSUMERS' TASTES AND

NEEDS, WITH REGARD TO AMENITIES, EVOLVE CONSTANTLY.
FOR MANAGERS OF RENTAL PROPERTIES, AND THE
BOARDS OF CO -0P5 AND CONDOS, TAILORING THE

LATEST EXTRAS TO THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF THEIR
BUILDINGS IS AN ONGOING PROCESS THAT INVOLVES

BEING BOTH PROACTIVE AND QUICKLY REACTIVE.
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OUTDOOR SQUARE FOOTAGE
Julie Peterson, ARM, CMCA, AMS, vice presi-
dent of business development at Milwaukee,
Wisc.-based Ogden & Co., AMO, reports that
upgrades to the outdoor common areas seem
to be in the greatest demand. Especially in a
carnivorous market like Milwaukee, residents
appreciate gathering spaces for grilling and
potlucking.

"More high -end apartment buildings are
adding this kind of space, with a gas fireplace
and seating for conversation," she said, "be-
cause large cities have limited outdoor space.
We've seen a trend to faster and more effi-
cient elevators, as well as separate freight
elevators. These freight elevators are getting
larger, as owners and developers are giving
more consideration to the difficulties of
moving into a multifamily building. We're
also seeing improved HVAC to eliminate
odors in common areas."

For condo units with balconies, Pe-
terson said, it's becoming more usual to
offer direct gas connections on the bal-
cony, for grilling, and this has to comply
with local building codes. Underground

t-1 r. tyc 1 iu h-i-i'n ern rn tn
1L'...%4.'..%4 b'41"b''

to higher -end apartment buildings,
she added, and a current trend is to of-
fer car -washing facilities on premises.
Wireless service in common areas is
another must.

PET PERKS
One of the most important ameni-
ties is a pet -friendly property. There's
ongoing discussion of what that
means," Peterson reported, "and it's
a continuing focus. People want dog
runs, small dog parks, dog washing
stations, services for pet sitting."
Peterson added that various dog
stations are available, sometimes
for less than $300 each, that in-
clude signage, waste receptacles,
plastic bags and so on.

"You should provide specific
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urination areas for the dogs, or your grass will burn out," she
said. "Place these at the back of the property, so as not to hurt
your curb appeal."

GATHERING SPACES
Other popular common areas include rooftop gardens, with
plenty of seating and large planters, to create a sort of elevated
park with views of the surrounding area. Community areas with 4
large -screen TVs, and a Wi-Fl/media area (sometimes called a
"discovery room") are more popular in rental buildings than in
condos, and these should eature an attractive back wall that s

Skype-friendly. Meeting rooms are gaining popularity, said Pe-
terson, and these and other common areas should feature large
windows to bring in as much natural light as possible.

LOW-COST, HIGH IMPACT AMENITIES
"There's so much you can do to improve the property that doesn't
cost much," she said. "You can update your hallways with carpet-
ing, or with inexpensive but attractive laminate flooring. You might
have someone do a cost/benefit analysis on the lighting fixtures, and
make them more energy efficient, because "green" is a selling point
in general.

"Many starving art in your
building. You can bring yoga or Zumba instructors into your fit-
ness centers, or personal trainers by appointment. Just by promoting
healthy living in general you'll make your property more attractive."

Other possibilities that Peterson recommended are a coffee bar in the
lobby for people leaving for work; self -paid food pantries to save trips
to the local grocer; card -driven washer/dryers; and a calendar of events
taking place in common areas.

"We've moved away from sports lounges and putting greens," she said,
"but batting cages and half -court basketball are still popular. A dark-
room is a popular amenity, and I've even heard of a building that has a
kiln for ceramics."

SECURITY SELLS
Edward Andron, ARM, an account executive at Charles H. Greenthal
Management Corp. on Staten Island, N.Y., said security is a vital amenity,
especially in big cities. A concierge is a must for higher -end properties; so is
a 24 -hour doorman, plus BuildingLink and KeyLink capabilities.

"The more of those features you have, the safer your residents feel," he
said. "Get your ownership on board with these amenities and offer as many
as you have the budget for.

CONCIERGE SERVICES
"Having a doorman/concierge who's very much in tune with the surrounding

1 community, almost like at a 5 -star hotel, is increasingly important. The door-
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man needs to know what the hot restaurants are,
what the trendiest clubs are, the best dry-cleaner
and how to arrange a car or a cab. This kind of
knowledge is valued more than ever, and we
train our doormen to be utterly professional in
their knowledge, execution and mannerisms-
and in their dress, because they're the first per-
son you see when you walk in and they provide
the first impression not only of the building
but of the management company. It's a service
business, after all, so you want to hire people
who'll give service with a smile even if they're
having a bad day."

Andron urged property owners and man-
agers not to scrimp on staff training. If the
building always runs smoothly and resi-
dents are generally happy and feel secure,
he said, they'll accept higher maintenance
costs or common charges. LEED certifica-
tion for your building is also important:
Nowadays it's considered almost a neces-
sity rather than an amenity.

"Your people have to be in tune with
security issues and with emergency man-
agement," Andron concluded. "That's
why law enforcement is a strong basis on
which to build a management career. I
graduated from the FBI Citizens Acad-
emy, and I'm vice president of their
alumni team for emergency manage-
ment, counterterrorism and intelli-
gence analysis."

Amenities go in and out of fashion,
and pets and connectivity seem to be
the flavors of the decade, according
to Phoenix -based Susan M. Gonnell,
CPM, long-time manager and now
a trainer with UDR, a multifamily
REIT.

AMENITIES BY
DEMOGRAPHIC
AND PROPERTY
CLASSIFICATION
"At a RealPage conference that I
attended in Denver this summer,
we heard from a panel of people
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"WE TRAIN OUR DOORMEN TO BE UTTERLY
PROFESSIONAL IN THEIR KNOWLEDGE,
EXECUTION AND MANNERISMS-AND IN

THEIR DRESS, BECAUSE THEY'RE THE FIRST
PERSON YOU SEE WHEN YOU WALK IN AND
THEY PROVIDE THE FIRST IMPRESSION NOT

ONLY OF THE BUILDING BUT OF THE
MANAGEMENT COMPANY."

1
S

under 30 about amenities that were important to them," she re-
called. "The consensus was that they wanted amenities that would
allow them to spend time with pets, like parks and dog runs-
places to get physically active indoors and out. They didn't care
about business centers and theatres and video game rooms, because
people their age already have that in their homes. They want style,
location, transportation and proximity to outdoor space, in an ur-
ban location.

"Another very important point: They wanted to be communicated
with via texting above all, with e-mail second. Finally, I've shopped
lots of properties recently, and the newer product has more resident
lounges where you can gather with friends."

Joe Glennon, CCIM, CPM, a long-time property manager who's
now on the faculty of the Temple University Real Estate Institute (Phil-
adelphia), said that tenants' tastes in amenities vary considerably from
region to region. He urged managers and owners to leave their precon-
ceived ideas behind if they're moving into a new market. He said that
race, age and ethnicity of the residents play some part in determining
what amenities to offer.

"But it's not so much race and age as it is property classification," he
said. "Deciding what amenities to offer is often a matter of affordability.
But even a Class C property with lower demographics can afford a soccer
field and a few barbecue grills. There's always something you can offer to
people with little disposable income.

"It's hard to say what's most in demand. Tenants want lots of things they
can get free. When they have to pay for them, it is a different story-espe-
cially as you move down the food chain of affordability. Be careful of what
you offer, because the property always pays for it. Don't install an amenity
that's not used or can't deliver return on the investment."

Hiring versatile personnel is important, Glennon said, especially in Class
B and C properties where operating expenses must be tightly controlled.
Building associates often multi -task as activities directors, hosts and host-
esses at on -site meetings, and so on.

"Social media communications are big," he said. "A manager can develop
a following and a community using social media. Properties with blue-collar
residents need to build a community and offer activities if they want tenants
to stay and call the property their home.".

HAVING A DOORMAN!
CONCIERGE WHO'S
VERY MUCH IN
TUNE WITH THE
SURROUNDING
COMMUNITY.
ALMOST LIKE AT
A 5 -STAR HOTEL,

IS INCREASINGLY
IMPORTANT.
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WANT A QUICK LIST OF AMENITIES J"

THAT YOUR RESIDENTS CONSIDER
HIGH -PRIORITY? TRISHA REISS,
CREATIVE MARKETING DIRECTOR
AT MILWAUKEE -BASED OGDEN & CO.,
COMPILEDTHIS LIST.

Outside gathering space for grilling/fire pit/entertaining YOUR CONCIERGE
Underground heated garage with cameras and/or SERVICE SHOULD:covered parking
One or two parking stalls designated for washing cars/ Greet tenants and prospective
detailing services (including hot and cold water) applicants

Direct connection for grills on balconies, if permissible Process and deliver messages
according to city code Accept and deliver mail, packages
Cameras in common areas, as needed and faxes, and offer mailing

supplies and assistance
High-speed elevator for daily use plus a move-in/out freight
elevator (larger) for move -in and move -out convenience Arrange and confirm recreational,

business and dining activities
Proper trash and recycling rooms/options

Respond to special requests for
Upgraded HVAC in common areas to eliminate odors from services including, but not limited
cooking, etc. to, dentists, doctors, child care
Push-button, key card or fob entry system in lobby and unit Promote property marketing
doors, which prevents lockout calls. (Provide a manual key programs and distribute printed
as back-up in the event of a power outage) materials, as needed
Option for remote/keyless lobby access with cell phone

. Coordinate building service
Pet -friendly community with a Fido Kit(s) and dog runs/pet providers, furniture delivery and
parks in common area moving providers
Oversized storage lockers available on -site ups, Fed -X package acceptance
City views (large windows) and delivery to owners

Sleek/modern/contemporary design (in units and common areas) Provide area maps, directions,
local attraction information,

On -site dry-cleaning services restaurant referrals, menus and
Roof -top garden area: a Zen garden with sand/rocks, large reservation scheduling
planters and oversized seating areas for conversation Provide services such as national
Fountain in the main lobby or inner courtyard and local travel arrangements.
Large -screen theatre room limousine, car rental and taxi

reservations, personal shopping,
Wi-Fi center, Skype and media rooms to accommodate increased cleaning service referrals,
number of remotely employed owners/residents catering referrals
Fitness center that offers live instruction (Yoga and extreme Coordinate in-house social events
workouts such as Body Pump, Zumba, etc.)

Coordinate personal grooming
Personal trainer, by appointment (independent contractor) appointments (salon and spa)
Pet sitting services and dog walking services available Order floral services
Massage therapy by appointment (independent contractor)

. Coordinate apparel repair
Childcare services available from a registered, licensed, CPR -certified (alterations, shoes, etc.)
caregiver/nanny service/agency (at hourly rates) Provide pet -sitting referrals
Self -pay food pantry Provide car portering and
Coffee shop with barista detailing referrals

Sports lounge/arena (with mini golf, putting area, batting cage, Water plants
half -court basketball)
Photography, pottery/ceramics, painting studios and other creative
arts spaces
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Refer a Member or a Student - You help IREM® grow, you introduce your colleague to the premier real
estate management organization, and you can win cash.

It's easy: Simply tell your colleague to list you as a referring member on a membership application or course
registration and you will be entered for the chance to win massive rewards.

Remember: The more members and students you refer, the more chances you have to win big!

NOW GET OUT THERE AND GET REFERRING!
THERE'S A BUNDLE OF CASH WITH YOUR NAME ON IT!

> Tell Your Story!

Telling your own personal IREM story is the best way to entice colleagues or friends to join IREM" or take a course.
Share what REM® has meant to your career.

> SHOW THEM WHAT THEY'LL GET

Direct them to the Member Benefits page at www.irem.org/memberbenefits so they can see for themselves the
value earned by investing in their career.

"There's no problem in reat estate management that an JREM' Member
hasn't come across or hasn't been involved in. There's a real network
of people that you can go to and get straight intbrination to help you do
your job better."

- John
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Adapting to Change

The Personal Rok

Numerous unexpected changes have recent-
ly taken place: Forty percent of Fortune 500
companies have disappeared, software resides
in a cloud and Britney Spears made a come-
back. When it comes to changes, everyone has
a view to express and there are more applica-
ble proverbs than I'd care to Google.

It's universally accepted that change is con-
stant. The question is: Can a leopard change
its spots? It can be challenging, but changing
is a necessity. As realities change, so must your
thinking and actions. Ultimately, individu-
als with enduring success embrace change.
And while you can't control many aspects of
change, you can control your reaction to the
events that surround it.

"This Isn't Happening." (Denial)
The initial reaction to change is often to avoid
thinking about it or pretend it's not going to!
didn't happen. Holding onto the past, even
if the past wasn't ideal, can be comforting.
Don't deny your denial. Reflect on what is
happening, and why, and separate the facts
from what you wish were true.

A change represents an end to what was
the known. Accepting that helps you move
through the change. Conceding there is an
end-the previous condition is no longer so-
will help you acclimate.

"The Old Way was Better." (Resistance)
It's normal to focus on yourself. You may feel
afraid, angry or sad, and have low morale and
energy. Explore the anxiety: What is it? What
beliefs are keeping you from moving forward?
But watch judgments. The old ways are not
the only ways. Gather information to increase
understanding and take actions to try the
change. And sometimes, impulsively jumping
in can take the focus off you and the fear.

"This May Work." (Exploration)
You take action and start looking toward the
future. You're finding ways to make the situ-
ation work for you; at best, finding there are
positives results. You stop arguing with the
change, but there's still some conflict. Do as
athletes do and use visualization to imagine a
positive outcome as your goal. Provide your-
self with support by surrounding yourself
with people working through the change with
positive attitudes; avoid those with negative
stances.

"This is Working." (Commitment)
Your level of commitment may vary from
barely accepting the new to strongly prefer-
ring it. Consider how you reacted. What
could you have done better? What lessons did
you learn?

You may go in and out of phases, and the
time it takes to adapt varies depending on
the change, the support you utilize and your
skills and experience. If you feel unsettled to-
ward adapting, reach out for help.

When faced with change, remember these
tips so you can bounce back and reinvent
yourself. You'll be happier with much less
stress. And the more successful changes you
have, the easier changes will be for you. Just
look at Britney..
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Robots Over H

Resident
My, how things have changed. Less tha
ten years ago, you had to visit a leasing ol
fice in person to apply for an apartmen
or produce a cashier's check or mone
order to pay your rent. Today, residents
are applying, paying and communicat-
ing with leasing and management staff
almost entirely online. When used to
their full advantage, these electronic
resources can help to streamline pro-
cesses dramatically while also cutting
costs. And with Amazon's recent an-
nouncement that drones will soon be
delivering packages to customers within min-
utes of their order, one can't help but imagine
what it will be like when drones are posting
notices or accepting rental payments on be-
half of an owner.

Real Estate =
The Original "People" Business
But it doesn't stop there. Owners and operators
are also using these resources in an attempt
to generate higher returns and maximize oc-
cupancy across their portfolios. In this rush
to embrace technology, it is important not
to forget the basic skills of market research,
customer service and salesmanship. Chances
are, your competitors already have. The rush
to embrace yield management-a variable
pricing strategy based on understanding, an-
ticipating and influencing consumer behavior
in order to maximize revenue or profits-in
one sense has made things easier on employ-
ees, but in another sense has created laziness
and ineptness in employees who rely on tech-
nology for common sense tasks. With yield
management software, a prospect who comes
in at 11 a.m. can receive a different rental rate
than someone else who comes in at 3 p.m. Just
think for a minute about how your employees

will answer the questions or objections they
will soon be receiving.

Customer Service Drives Sales
Sure, you can collect money online and com-
plete paperwork without interacting with a
human being-but real estate is, was and al-
ways will be a people business, a contact sport
where those who socialize and communicate
are often able to achieve greater results than
those who do not. Whether you are visiting a
property and discovering the subtle nuances
of a comparable, or pressing a prospect in an
attempt to close a sale, remember: people still
have the advantage. Understanding the com-
petitive market area and counseling a prospect
on why your property is priced where it is,

knowing what your competitors are up to and
what their property has to offer and being able
to sell your prospective customers on it, is the
difference between occupancy and vacancy,
gross potential and ongoing concessions.

With so many programs, portals and online
outlets aimed at our industry, it is important
to fully understand and leverage those that
will truly help add value to our business plans.
The fancy ones that claim to create value and
just create confusion? Leave those for the ro-
bots and let them figure it out. 
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Call us for a free quote or catalog!

1-800-624-5269

IREM Institute of Real Estate Management

The Real Estate Management
Professional

LEADERSHIP COACHING AND
DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPING OTHERS

The Seventh in a Leadership Series

! YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO:

 Support employee engagement and job satisfaction, reducing turnover

 Enhance performance and improve productivity

 Allow employees to understand their value to you and the company

 Build a more effective, cohesive, and trusting team

 Give you more time to do strategic, leadership -oriented work because your
team will be productive and engaged

 Enhance your reputation as a leader

Free Download for IREM°' Members!

www.irembooksorg
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2013 AD CAMPAIGNS

CREATED

11.81
POTENTIAL
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
FOR IREM MEMBERS

$243,800

Total Dollars Spent On

Promoting IREM Members' Expertise

- w
Industry Events and Tradeshows
throughout 10 countries across the globe

IREM leaders conducted 35 Academic Outreach visits with major educational
institutions to increase awareness and develop programs that lead to careers
in real estate management, including:

Arizona State University of University of University of Brigham Young
University South Carolina Alabama Kansas University

Get the Whole Picture at

www.irem.org/BrandAwareness

41 iA
CORPORATE
Outreach Visits!E!!

With high -profile companies like the Simon

Property Group and CBRE. That's one meeting for

every floor of One Prudential Plaza in Chicago.
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Qver the past de-
cade, there's been
a growing body
of evidence that
chemicals in sub-

surface soil vapor can penetrate
building foundations at levels that,
in the long term, raise health con-
cerns for the occupants. This, in
turn, raises liability issues for land-
lords, lenders, tenants, employers
or any other party that might be
responsible for the original source
of the contamination, or for expos-
ing building occupants to potential
health risks.

A vapor encroachment con-
dition (VEC), as defined by the
American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM), is the presence
or likely presence of volatile or-
ganic compound (VOC) vapors in
the subsurface of the target prop-
erty (TP) caused by the release of
vapors from contaminated soil or
groundwater either on or near the
TP. The VOC release generally has
to be in proximity to a structure
(e.g., within 50 to 100 feet) in order
to create a VEC. However, under
certain circumstances a VEC may
exist hundreds or even thousands
of feet from the source of the VOC
release-for example, through the
off -gassing of VOCs from a mi-
grating plume of contaminated
groundwater. The process by which
a VEC is determined is called a
Vapor Encroachment Screening
(yES).

If a VEC is determined to ex-
ist, it is possible for the vapors to
intrude into a building, creating a
vapor intrusion condition (VIC). If

VOCs are present at sufficient concentrations, di-
minished indoor air quality (IAQ) and/or health
risk concerns may result. VOCs may infiltrate a
building through cracks in flooring, openings in
a foundation (such as utility conduits), migration
through the slab and/or air exchange points (air
handling units, doors, windows etc.). The poten-
tial for a VJC may be exacerbated by pressure dif-
ferentials created by heating and air conditioning
systems that pull VOCs from subsurface soil va-
por into overlying structures.

It should be noted that VOCs are present in vir- SUMMA CANISTER FOR INDOOR

tually all air, indoors or outdoors. Many common AIR SAMPLING

household products such as cleaners, polishes, adhesives, plastics, carpets,
etc. contain chemicals which can complicate an assessment of VOCs, and
make it more difficult to discern a VOC source. Technical methods to assess
a VIC have limitations. The issue for property managers becomes one of
how to rationally address the issue of vapor encroachment and/or intrusion.

INVESTIGATION COSTS AND REMEDIATION COSTS
The cost to gas assessment
between about $6,000 and $8,000. Completing one phase of investigation
could lead to additional phases of investigations, and ultimately rernedia-
tion of a VIC. The costs to complete "Phase II" soil and/or groundwater
investigations can vary widely based on a number of factors (number of
borings, sample analyses, depth to groundwater, etc.), but typically range
up from a minimum of $10,000 to $20,000. Remediation costs can also vary
widely based on the contaminant concentrations, sources, volume of im-
pacted soil/soil vapor, etc., ranging from several tens of thousands of dollars
to several hundred thousand dollars or far more.

REPORTABI LITY
The ASTM E2600-10 VES standard is a guidance document only and does
not have regulatory agency reporting requirements. Regardless, those in-
volved in real estate (developers, investors, lenders, equity firms, etc.) are
normally asked within a transaction to represent and to disclose all known
environmental concerns.

Disclosing a potential or real VEC or VIC could stigmatize a property
with an unfavorable image and in all likelihood kill some deals, place ex-
pensive requirements (possible remediation or environmental insurance)
on sellers and borrowers, de -value property and reduce purchase prices at
the time of sale in order to address the concerns of stakeholders. However,
this scenario is no different than any other environmental concern brought
to the forefront in a transaction.

The completion of a vapor encroachment screening is voluntary and not
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ASTM E2600-lO
required by local, state and federal

In 2009, effective in 2010. ASTM finalized the guidance now referred to as regulations. However, the VES or

ASTM E2600 -1O, Standard Guide for Vapor Encroachment Screening on similar process is often required by
Property involved in Real Estate Transactions. This final guidance proceeds state or local regulatory agencies as
with a two -tiered approach to assessing a potential VEC in a real estate trans- part of the property redevelopment
action. The purpose of Tier 1 is to use Phase I Environmental Site Assessment

because known(ESA) -type information to determine if a VEC might exist. If the Tier 1 screen process or of a
cannot rule out the possibility of a VEC existing, then Tier 2 (review or obtain chemical release or spill. 'That said,
additional data) can be completed. Tier 2 applies numerical screening criteria market conditions appear to be
to existing or newly collected soil, soil gas and/or groundwater testing results heading toward holding buyers,
to evaluate whether or not a VEC can be ruled out. Tier 2 has two data col -
lection components: one non-invasive and one invasive. The non-invasive ap- sellers and borrowers accountable

proach uses available documents (e.g., existing Phase II investigation reports) for potential vapor intrusion in
prepared to directly address the source of contamination and its migration in their real estate assets. Some states
the subsurface (normally reviewable at a regulatory agency if available). An have promulgated their own VI
invasive approach develops site -specific data by collecting and analyzing soil,
soil vapor and/or groundwater samples. guidance and regulations. There-

fore, state regulations should be re -
RELATIONSHIP OF ASTM E2600-lO (VES) TO ASTM El 527-05 (AM) viewed for applicability on a case-
ASTM E 2600-10 is a separate guideline from the ASTM E1527-05 guideline
for conducting due diligence for a real estate transaction. That said, E2600-10 by case basis.

states that the guidance outlined in E2600-10 can be used independently or In some cases, real estate firms,
used concurrently with practice E1527-05. Some companies have decided to buyers, sellers and borrowers may
incorporate vapor encroachment screening into their due diligence guidance be pressed (by the market) to dis-
practice and include it with their Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA).

close an issue to a regulatory agen-
RECOGNIZED ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION (REC) cy in order to get resolution prior
Is a VEC a REC? According to E2600-10, a REC can only be identified pursu- to completion of a deal. Reporting
ant to a Phase I ESA or through the performance of an ASTM E1527 Phase I
ESA. ASTM E2600-10 states; may be forced regardless of the lack

a finding pursuant to this guide that a VEC exists or likely exists of actual agency requirements to
at the TP (target property) or that a VEC cannot be ruled out for the disclose.
TP is not a determination that a REC is identified at the TP. Whether
a REC exists at a TP as a result of the impact of possible vapor miti- RISK AND LIABILTY
gation to the subsurface of the TP is a separate determination to be
made by the environmental professional pursuant to Practice E1527" Vapor intrusion is a relevant busi-

Based on this citation, calling a VEC a REC is a judgment call on the part of ness concern, environmental con -
the environmental professional (EP) and can only be done within the context of cern and risk concern in real estate
ASTM El 527-05. It is clear that some consultants make a REC call more read - transactions and where property
ily than others. Either approach could have either good or bad ramifications
for investors/clients. Consultants should consider their client's line of business serves as security in a loan trans -

(buying, owning, selling, lending), risk tolerance level, and should have a con- action. It is not unlike any other
versation on expectations prior to completing the ESA for the client, environmental concern that must

From an ESA "User" prospective, if a VEC or VIC is characterized as a REC be dealt with in a real estate trans-
it could stigmatize the property if the "User" does not follow through with ad-
ditional investigation. It should be noted that the decision to conduct a due action. When considering risk in

diligence ESA is voluntary in most states. Also, completing an All Appropriate any business venture, certain fun -
Inquiry (AAI)-compliant ESA is intended for the purpose of sustaining one of damental premises should always
several Superfund (CERCLA) defenses against liability. In reality, most sites be considered, such as:
with environmental problems will never become a CERCLA or Superfund site.
More importantly, those involved in real estate have a greater risk of being There is no such thing as zero

exposed to environmental liabilities that are non-CERCLA related. In general, risk. Risk is inherent in any
an environmental liability often results in a future financial liability, which may business activity.
include paying for investigations, remedial fixes, obtaining regulatory closure, There is no so such thing as
asset devaluation, lawyers, etc.
_____________________________________________________________________ zero contamination. Hazard -
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"MARKET CONDITIONS APPEAR
TO BE HEADING TOWARD
HOLDING BUYERS, SELLERS AND
BORROWERS ACCOUNTABLE
FOR POTENTIAL VAPOR
INTRUSION IN THEIR REAL
ESTATE ASSETS"

VAPOR INTRUSION

ous substances are ubiquitous. based on decades of exposure to VOCs; in the short term, the actual health
All risks are relative and fall risks from known or suspected vapor intrusion can be negligible.
on a continuum between small Another relevant risk in vapor encroachment screening is that the find -

and large risks. ings may lead to assessments of other potential environmental issues such
 Most environmental problems as site -specific health risks, groundwater impacts, impacts to terrestrial and

can be addressed in a manage- aquatic habitats, erosion of contaminated soils and nuisance (e.g., odor and
able cost range. staining).

 No matter how good a risk Any such environmental contamination issues that are identified are of -
management program is, envi- ten evaluated separately. If a formal regulatory decision or determination is
ronmental problems will sur- desired, additional assessment or cleanup of contaminated soil or soil vapor
face in the real estate business, to address these concerns may ultimately be required.
Someone will always be will-
ing to own and operate a piece ALL VAPOR INTRUSION ISSUES ARE NOT EQUAL
of real estate, regardless of A potential vapor intrusion issue should be treated like any other environ-
problems. mental concern that might impact a property-issues like asbestos, lead
Before conducting any envi- based paint, radon, etc. It would be a great disservice to certain stakehold-
ron mental work, consider all ers if in all cases a maximum response were implemented to any potential
possible outcomes. Be pre- environmental risk or liability. Alternatively, it would also be a great disser-
pared to act upon the infor- vice to certain stakeholders if a VEC or a VIC were literally swept under the
mation you collect. If you do rug. An "I know nothing" approach could unduly expose an organization to
not understand how you will significant environmental risks and liabilities.
respond, do not develop in- Jumping to the collection and analysis of indoor air samples is not war -
formation until you do know ranted without information regarding the nature and extent of any VEC.
what your responses might be. And there are clearly times when "doing nothing" is the appropriate re -Many real estate profession-

sponse to an imagined VEC or VIC. As with any environmental issue, it is
als, hearing that an environmen-

recommended that stakeholders evaluate and respond to a real or potentialtal problem has been discovered
vapor encroachment or intrusion condition with a measured, logical, step-

in one of their deals, will assume
by -step approach - developing additional technical information as appro-a worst case scenario and kill the
priate. A metered response to a real or potential vapor intrusion conditiondeal. It is a relatively rare circum-
is warranted. One size does not fit all.stance when a real estate deal faces ________________________________________________________________________

multi million dollars of Super - KEVIN W. GREEN, PG., (KGREENØSCSENGINEERS.COM) IS VICE PRESIDENT
fund liabilities. Not to minimize SCS ENGINEERS IN LONG BEACH, CALIF.

the issue, but the standard human
health risk guidelines for VOCs
and vapor intrusion are generally
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Reviving a Place of Healing
THE CITY VIEW AT ST. MARGARET'S IS HELPING TO REINVIGORATE KANSAS CITY WHILE
PROVIDING MUCH -NEEDED SENIOR AND MARKET -RATE HOUSING. BY DIANA MIREL

Hospitals are often symbols of healing and hope in communities. Built
in 1886, St. Margaret's Hospital in Kansas City, Kan., served residents as
a cornerstone of the community. But when the hospital closed its doors

more than 30 years ago, the property went on a downward spiral.

It went through several owners as it served as a nursing home, residen-
tial treatment center and a daycare before going vacant. For the past 10-15
years the vacant property became home to squatters, vandalism, drugs and

other criminal activity.
Today, however, the former hospital is enjoying a new life as the City

View at St. Margaret's, a high -amenity building with 111 senior and mar-
ket -rate lofts. Kansas City -based developer, the Foutch Brothers, is restor-
ing the hospital building and converting the space into residential housing
with a hope to reinvigorate the neighborhood.

"Downtown Kansas City has gotten a bad rep through the years, but we are
hoping that the addition of a nice building with a lot of amenities will help
transform the area and bring people back downtown:' said Steve Foutch,
Owner and CEO of the Foutch Brothers. "We want to make the building
part of the community again, and we want the neighborhood to thrive."

PROBLEM SOLVERS
The city first approached the Foutch Brothers with the building because
it recognized the company's expertise in restoring dilapidated properties
with a rich history.

"There are so many old buildings in the Midwest, and rather than just
rip them down and put up something new, we can restore them and repur-
pose them into something great:' said Foutch.

Committed to this mission to save and repurpose old buildings, the
Foutch Brothers saw possibility in the former hospital. "The city had this
old, vacant building and they didn't know what to do with it," said Foutch.
"It was a good building with good views and great dynamics. We knew it

shouldn't be torn down."
After working with the city lead-

ers and the community, Foutch and
his team came up with a plan to
convert the hospital into a senior
and market -rate residential build-
ing. The building would have servic-
es that would appeal to older people
looking for a low -maintenance,
high -amenity lifestyle.

"We are problem solvers:' said
David Jones, Chief Experience Of-
ficer (CXO), who is responsible for
managing the property. "Convert-
ing this building into senior and
market -rate housing was the right
answer for this neighborhood. This
is what the community wanted and
needed."

The Foutch Brothers used historic
and low-income tax credits to help
fund the $16.5 million development.

REPURPOSING THE OLD
Like many vacant properties, the
former hospital was in a state of
disrepair. The Foutch Brothers had
to do asbestos and lead paint abate-
ment. Multiple roof leaks had de-
stroyed ceilings and plasterwork
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throughout the building. The building also had to be brought up to modern
fire codes by installing a sprinkler system.

Still, the Foutch Brothers were committed to maintaining the historic val-
ue of the former hospital, while also enhancing the property to meet modern
residential needs and expectations. One place where this was done is in the
former hospital chapel. The chapel was a distinctive space that the developer
cleaned up by restoring the flooring, walls and stained glass windows. The
space was then transformed into a warm and inviting community room for
the residents to gather and socialize.

The developer also used the 1880s boiler room and smokestack to create
unique living areas. After the boilers were torn out, the space was converted

downtown Kan-
sas City and the Missouri landscape.

EASY LIVING

To determine residents' top priorities when it came to amenities, Foutch
went straight to the source: prospective residents. He found that one of the
biggest must -haves was a solid security system for the building. To address
that concern, the building now boasts an advanced security system with
card reader access doors, along with security cameras and monitors. The
building's rooftop decks also provide residents with a sense of security by
allowing them to enjoy the outdoors without leaving the comfort or security
of the building.

The building is also on the leading edge of advanced technology and build-
ing systems. It has energy efficient systems with a 22 SEER VRV heating and
cooling system; high density foam insulation with R20 walls and R50 ceil-
ings; double -pane insulated windows; and LED lighting. The building also
has Google Fiber, the fastest broadband internet and television available in
the U.S.

The senior citizen population has been particularly drawn to the prop-
erty's wide range of amenities and services that make senior living easier.
"We have full kitchen and dining services, so residents can purchase one,
two or three meals a day," said Jones. "We can also help residents if they need
medical services, financial services, social services or transportation."

With a wide range of amenities and services, the City View at St. Marga-
ret's requires an onsite management team to handle the building's day-to-day

operations. "We take an inclusive
approach to managing properties,"
said Jones. "Our property managers
get to know the neighborhood and
the people who live there in order to
take care of each resident's needs."

At press time, the management
team was focused on leasing the
units. Before the building even
opened its doors on January 1, 2014,

10 units were already leased. Re-
cently, Jones spoke about the prop-
erty at a community picnic that
drew a crowd of 200 people. The
Kansas City denizens have been
behind the development from the
beginning. "The community re-
ally wants this building to succeed,"
said Jones.

The community has supported
the City View at St. Margaret's be-
cause of its value to the community.
"People have a sentimental attach-
ment to the building," said Jones.
The hospital helped individuals

who were sick; people were born
here; and lives were saved here.
Now, we are making it part of the
community again and taking care
of people in a new way.".

DIANA MIREL IS A CONTRIBUTING
WRITER FOR JPM. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE
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Housing prices and employment are up in San Diego, positively influencing
the retail real estate market, especially; but stabilizing the commercial office
and multifamily markets, too.

"San Diego is a unique market:' said Robert Phillips, CPM, president and
CEO of Pacific Coast Commercial in San Diego. "We have so much going for
us. . .a great tourist industry, a viable convention center, support businesses
for tourists, solid employment and great weather. People really want to be
here:'

Yes, people do in fact want to be in San Diego: 15 percent of local jobs
are tied to tourism, according to Marcus and Millichap's San Diego Retail

Research Market Report for the third quarter of 2013. The leisure and hospi-
tality industries are projected to have added 5,000 jobs-expanding by more
than 2 percent-by the end of 2013, according to the report.

TOURISM BOOSTS ECONOMY
Also likely to expand is the San Diego Convention Center-the nation's fifth
busiest convention venue, according to a 2013 survey by Cvent, a technology
company that helps clients find appropriate venues for their events.

The expansion, projected to break ground in 2015, will add 225,000 square
feet of exhibit space contiguous to the current facility making it the largest

San Diegos sun -drenched,
fourist-driven economy sfabilizes,

waifs fo cafch nexf wave

contiguous exhibit hail floor on the
West Coast at 750,000 square feet,
according to information from San
Diego Convention Center Corpora-
tion.

The expansion program also in-
cludes an additional 101,000 square
feet of meeting rooms and an
80,000 -square -foot ballroom with
views of San Diego Bay. Atop the
new facility will be a five -acre roof-
top park with multiple program-
mable areas including an outdoor
performance venue capable of host-
ing events of up to 4,500 people,
according to the convention center
corporation's Web site.

Such activity is boosting tourism,
which-along with the thousands
of military families stationed in San
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Diego because of its multitude of navy, army and marine bases-helps to
propel the retail market, Phillips said.

RISING RENTAL RATES
In Marcus and Millichap's third quarter report, vacancy was projected to dip
below 5 percent at year-end, "lifting rents by one of the highest paces in the
country."

Asking rents were estimated to reach $22.35 per square foot by the end of
2013, an annual rise of 6.8 percent, according to the report.

"This is a strong market-not artificial like it was previously:' Phillips said.
"A lot of owners were artificially supporting tenants. Lately, it hasn't been as
necessary. For now, the businesses that are around are more stable."

Also more stable is the housing market. Increasing home prices in San
Diego are positively impacting the rental market as the affordability gap wid-
ens between the two options, according to the Marcus and Millichap 2014
Annual Report.

STRONG BUSINESS CLIMATE
Employment trends are also helping the multifamily housing market. In
2014, all employment sectors combined are forecasted to grow 1.8 percent
or by 22,800 jobs in all of San Diego County; according to the Cassidy Turley
Multi -Family Market Snapshot for the third quarter of 2013.

All 15 of San Diego's apartment submarkets experienced declines in va-
cancies and increased rental rates between the third quarters of 2012 and
2013, according to the Cassidy Turley report. Vacancies fell to 2.1 percent,
and asking rents increased 2.4 percent to $1,440.

However, vacancy is expected to increase to 3.6 percent in 2014 upon the
delivery of 3,500 new units-nearly double the units completed in 2013, ac-
cording to Marcus and Millichap's annual report.

"It's a strong business climate here:' Phillips said, "and our employment
rate is pretty solid, which creates a need for housing and all the support busi-
nesses in the area."

Solid employment rates are also having a positive effect on the commer-
cial office market-although, it has remained much more flat countywide
than other sectors, according to Jones Lang LaSalle's San Diego Office Insight
for the fourth quarter of 2013. Overall vacancy was 14.6 percent countywide,
and rents averaged $2.17 per square foot.

DOWNTOWN SAN DIEGO DOMINATES
Downtown San Diego, on the other hand, saw a flurry of activity toward
the end of the year, according to the Jones Lang LaSalle report. "[It] had
a disproportionately larger share of total leasing activity countywide at 21
percent compared to 15 percent of the county's total rentable building area:'
the report said.

Lease renewals in the CBD from large tenants like Arrowhead Insurance,
ESET and Littler Mendelson reinforce San Diego's ability to attract or main-
tain professional service businesses in addition to leisure and hospitality

industries, according to the same
report.

Phillips said the recent economic
downturn and San Diego's currently
more robust commercial market
have resulted in a shift in owners in
the marketplace and how they ap-
proach managing buildings.

"When we talk about a stable
market, we're talking about sta-
ble ownership too:' Phillips said.
"There was a resetting of values,
which weeded out the weak owners.
Now, we're facing experienced own-
ers willing to listen to management
about how to stay competitive. Hav-
ing that stability in ownership is al-
ways a good thing."

STABILITY AND
EQUILIBRIUM
Despite the improvement in San
Diego's market conditions and that
it is outperforming many other
parts of the nation in some sectors,
Phillips maintains the market is sta-
ble-nothing more or less. He said
no real trends are influencing any of
the commercial sectors right now.
The market just continues to nicely
plug along.

"Our market seems to be so
strong, but it's not appreciating the
way it was:' he said. "We're sitting
in a limbo market. There really isn't
any trend right now. We're waiting
for the next wave to happen. What
the catalyst for that wave is going to
be, I don't know. Everyone is wait-
ing. We're at equilibrium?'

KRISTIN GUNDERSON HUNT IS A
CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM. IF

YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING
THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN REM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING
FOR JPM, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA
TOSCAS AT MTOSCAS@IREM.ORG.
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CORPOP/\TE HEAflO1 ARTERS
Albuquerque, N.M.

EXECUTIVE CPM

Paul S. Cauwels, CPM

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

COMPANY WEBSITE

wwwcauwels-stuve.com

PAUL S. CAUWELS, CPM, PRINCIPAL AND EXECUTIVE CPM OF CAUWELS
& STUVE REALTY & DEVELOPMENT ADVISORS LLC, AMO, TALKS TRANS-
FORMATION AND REVITALIZATION OF A DETERIORATING MEDICAL
OFFICE PARK DURING THE GREAT RECESSION.

Our company's focus and vitality is best demonstrated
in a deal -specific manner. Six years ago, we were asked
to provide due diligence services to an out-of-state in-
vestor that had just placed a deteriorating mid-century
medical office park under contract for purchase. The
project consisted of six buildings totaling 53,000 square
feet. Its park -like design featured buildings clustered
around a central parking lot, creating maximum acces-
sibility for patients. The project was well -located in an
established, but dated, medical area central to the city's
three major regional hospitals.

During due diligence, we put our company's various
real estate service teams to work. Property Manage-
ment began lease analysis and abstract work. Construc-
tion and Design inspected the property and developed
a scope of work and capital improvement budget. Leas-
ing and Investments devised a marketing plan to renew
the users that the buyer wanted to retain and lease the
vacant suites. Our teams worked together during and
after the sale to maximize the asset enhancement. Our
principals ultimately invested in the property as well.

The examples that follow showcase our company's in-
terdepartmental synergies and real estate knowledge.

The physical asset was very tired with considerable
capital needs. Construction and Design documented
the impact of years of neglect and developed a scope of
deferred maintenance and a capital improvement scope
and budget. Leasing and Investments then leveraged
the need for substantial capital expenses to get a signifi-
cant price reduction.

Not only did deferred maintenance contribute di-
rectly to lower costs through the price discount, but it
contributed in a more subtle way. The seller had devised
a sale/lease back approach using a "master lease" to
overcome occupancy issues at the property. It was un-
derstood that most owner/tenants would vacate upon
master lease expiration in two years. Property Manage-
ment discovered a mechanism in the master lease al-
lowing the buyer to recapture significant capital costs in
the operating expense pass -through over the next two
years. In essence, the seller-as tenant-reimbursed the
buyer for the renovations and allowed them to avoid
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two planned capital calls. Ironically, the seller received
an industry award related to their master lease, strategy
on the sale.

The transaction occurred in 2007, the start of the
Great Recession. Unpredictable material and improve-
ment costs plagued the Albuquerque market, fluctuat-
ing 20 to 30 percent over the two year renovation peri-
od. By working with a select group of contractors honed
through 20 years of partnership, the Construction and
Design team was able to value engineer and maintain
specifications to their partners at reduced costs. These
cost savings further contributed to the elimination of
the two planned capital calls, even in a time of great
economic difficulty.

As the property was brought up to modern standards
with accessible restrooms, hardware, lighting, finishes,
signage and other typical build -out that the desired ten-
ant mix required, Leasing and Investments achieved a
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3OING

5EMENT

stabilized rent roll of over 90 -percent occupancy at mar-
ket or higher rates. Half of the tenants were renewed,
and the balance were signed as new tenants. Sixty per-
cent of the suite interiors were renovated, and five new
leases with a major institutional user were executed.
Additionally, a large private medical practice came full
circle and returned to the property under a long term
lease 20 years after its original occupancy ended.

What began as a due diligence exercise culminated
in a two year renovation project and ongoing property
management and ownership. By leveraging the various
capabilities in our company's real estate "menu," we
transformed a formerly deteriorated site and signifi-
cantly improved the built environment, while reducing
costs and achieving the owner's investment goals. In the
end, the property's success led the way for the recovery
of a depressed neighborhood as adjacent projects fol-
lowed suit in subsequent years..
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WORKING ABROAD AS A
REAL ESTATE ASSET MANAGER,
CHALLENGES AND BARRIERS

Longtime CPM and Dutch national, Robert Kuijper, shares
insightsfrom a career spanning decades and continents

Working abroad-whether as part of your career path or to expand the working area of your
organization-can be a tempting event. Sometimes the opportunity to work abroad falls
upon you because you have international clients or work in an international environment.
But should you do it?
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If you are (fairly) new in this sector or do not have extensive experience, my colleagues as well as a better un-
think twice. The best starting point is always your own home territory, derstanding of their knowledge and
where you are familiar with the language, culture and professional arena. way of thinking.

If you decide to become a real estate asset manager in a foreign country,
your role can take shape in many ways. You might be transferred abroad for TRYTO UNDERSTAND OR

a certain period or just travel in and out of a country. (Recently, I have seen LEARN THE LANGUAGE. It

more asset management audits taking place on an ad hoc basis in order to might not be the easiest part, and

verify and/or optimize processes and organizations). Although the depth of not always possible. But if you can

preparation can be different depending on what the working situation will do so, it opens doors for acceptance.

be, it is my experience that following some basic rules can help bring down Even a basic understanding of the

certain barriers and limit the risk of failure, language, while often insufficient
for working abroad, is at least a start.

1. STUDY THE CULTURE: Prepare yourself for living in that country, When I started working as asset
even if you do the job just by travelling in and out. Learn about the way of manager for French and Spanish
living and working, the culture and the business environment. It is important real estate portfolios, I attended
to understand why things are done differently, how people deal with their intensive language courses to
superiors, clients, partners and so on. Will you be able to cope in the new increase my working level of French
environment? If not, don't do it. I once managed a real estate portfolio in and Spanish. It is often easier to
Western Europe where property management was outsourced to a third party, avoid misunderstandings if only
local property management organization. Entering transaction discussions one party has to speak a foreign
with potential partners by the management organization-at that time language instead of both. On one
common practice-did not work out well, at least not the way we were used occasion I attended a meeting that
to, and created a lot of disturbance. It appeared that potential partners were was conducted in English, and one
reluctant to deal with the management organization; their decision makers of the parties thought I did not
wanted to discuss the matter with the owner's representative directly. We speak their language. I was able to
changed the way of working and became more successful. Nowadays that stop an awkward financial situation
market has matured and is accustomed to working with intermediaries, for the ownership because that

2. RECOGNIZE THE POSITION OF MANAGEMENT TO -
party intended to reach, in their
language, a deal with one of our

WARD THEIR EMPLOYEES. In some countries, hierarchy is very intermediaries at our cost.
strong and not always based on who has the best knowledge of issues. Not The lesson I have learned over
recognizing or being aware of hierarchy might influence your position and the years is to prepare yourself well
results in a negative way. in advance, and it will pay in the

3. LOOK INTO THE STATE OF THE REAL ESTATE INDUS- end. It helps you to bring down bar-

TRYIN THAT PARTICULAR COUNTRY Identify differences and riers and makes you better aware of

determine if they are instrumental to your management capabilities or only the challenges you might encounter

to your way of working. Are there additional skills you lack which might along the way.

help you to become a better professional? Learn them.

4. CREDENTIALS ARE CURRENCY I first moved to the U.S. ROBERT JAN (ROB) KUIPER,
CPM, CRE. FRCS, (!NFO'â

from the Netherlands in 1994 as an asset manager of a large commercial INTRECONS.COM) IS OWNER -

real estate portfolio. Well-known companies managed our properties, and CONSULTANT OF INTRECONS
(INTERNATIONAL REAL

the American property managers I worked with had the CPM designation. ESTATE CONSULTANCY). A

At that point I had extensive experience managing real estate portfolios all
SMALL (C E -MAN) NICHE CONSULTANCY
FIRM. CREATED IN 2008 AFTER HIS

over Europe, but I felt I would be better received if I had my CPM too, so RETIREMENT FROM SHELL. HE IS ACTIVE

that's what I did. Once I had my CPM designation, I gained acceptance from
IN BOTH THE INVESTMENT AND THE
CORPORATE REAL ESTATE SECTOR.
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WHO: YOU!

WHAT: 2014 Capitol Hill Visits Day

WHERE: Washington, D.C.
WHEN: April 9th, 2014 (an orientation will be held on April 8th)
WHY: It is imperative for our federal legislators to understand the impor-
tance of a healthy real estate industry in the U.S.. IREM Members will bring
legislative priorities to Congress and urge legislators to support our industry
by voting on key pieces of legislation. You can make a big difference by com-
ing to Washington, D.C.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS. On April 9, 2014, IREM will head to Wash-
ington, D.C. on the 17th annual Capitol Hill Visits Day. Members will be
introducing Congress to the IREM and also advocate for important industry
issues. The orientation to Capitol Hill Visits will be the day before, on April
8th from 3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. with time to meet with your respective re-
gion. The orientation and Capitol Hill Visits Day event are held in conjunc-
tion with the IREM Leadership and Legislative Summit. Last year, nearly
320 members participated in over 240 meetings with their federal legisla-
tors, educating them on commercial and residential real estate management
policy priorities.

CAPITOL HILL VISITS DAY ORIENTATION. An Orientation for this
event will be held at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington D.C. on Tues-
day, April 8 from 3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. At the Orientation, government af-
fairs staff will explain the issues affecting the real estate management and real
estate investment industries and what to expect when meeting with mem-
bers of Congress. Participants will receive detailed information on the issues
that will be lobbied on the Hill as well as essential materials to take to their
scheduled meetings with legislators. After the orientation, you are invited
to wind down with friends and colleagues at a hospitality reception taking
place from 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Members will then head to Capitol Hill and
meet with their respective legislators on Wednesday, April 9.

TOPICS TO WATCH FOR. This year will be one of many policy changes,
particularly with regard to policy that impacts real estate management and

investment. A hot topic that may
be taken to the Hill is tax reform-
particularly carried interest tax

treatment. Although carried inter-
est was addressed during the Fiscal
Cliff negotiations, there is still the
potential for legislators to target
this issue in 2014. Aside from taxes,
the issues to be lobbied on during
the 2014 Hill Visits are currently
being developed and we will have
information and briefing papers
available shortly. Keep checking
www.irem.org for important up-
dates as we near the event date.

To give you an idea of the value
of this event, when surveyed, each
year 88-97 percent of members
said they would attend the Hill vis-
its again, and at least 98 percent of
respondents indicated they would
recommend the Hill visits to other
IREM Members and commercial
real estate professionals. If you are
passionate about the legislative

process or if you are interested in
lobbying on the "Hill" for a day, you
will not want to miss this exciting
event!.
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TOPICS TO WATCH FOR. This year will be one of many policy changes,
particularly with regard to policy that impacts real estate management and

investment. A hot topic that may
be taken to the Hill is tax reform-
particularly carried interest tax

treatment. Although carried inter-
est was addressed during the Fiscal
Cliff negotiations, there is still the
potential for legislators to target
this issue in 2014. Aside from taxes,
the issues to be lobbied on during
the 2014 Hill Visits are currently
being developed and we will have
information and briefing papers
available shortly. Keep checking
www.irem.org for important up-
dates as we near the event date.

To give you an idea of the value
of this event, when surveyed, each
year 88-97 percent of members
said they would attend the Hill vis-
its again, and at least 98 percent of
respondents indicated they would
recommend the Hill visits to other
IREM Members and commercial
real estate professionals. If you are
passionate about the legislative

process or if you are interested in
lobbying on the "Hill" for a day, you
will not want to miss this exciting
event!.
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IREM LOOKS BACK0
ON POSITIVE 2013*,

LEGISLATIVE RESULTS*Lttj
threshold, capital gain/carried interest rates increased slightly from 15

percent to 20 percent).
MARKETPLACE FAIRNESS - IREM has been a vocal advocate for

more equitable sales tax policies, such as the Marketplace Fairness Act
(H.R. 684 and S. 743). This legislation would simplify and streamline the tax
collection process for online retailers. Many online retailers have an advan-
tage in that their tax collection is not required or regulated, while brick and
mortar stores must charge and record a sales tax. This inequity encourages

IREM helped to generate signifi- consumers to buy more products online, ignoring physical establishments.

cant legislative advances in 2013 of Last spring, IREM Members took this issue to Capitol Hill, asking legis-

benefit to its members, other corn- lators to enact the Marketplace Fairness Act. Shortly thereafter, S. 743 was

mercial real estate professionals brought to the Senate floor for a vote and was approved 69-27. This action
marked a tremendous victory not just for IREM Members, but the entireand allied interest groups. Some of

the most notable accomplishments property management industry. And while the legislation must clear yet
another hurdle and be approved by the House of Representatives, IREM isinclude:
confident that the issue will continue to build positive momentum in 2014.CARRIED INTEREST TAX

LEAD -BASED PAINT IN COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS - Commercial
TREATMENT - IREM participates

real estate and many other industries have been concerned with this issuein a coalition that monitors p0 -
for quite some time. Among other initiatives in 2013, IREM Members ap-tential changes to carried interest
pealed directly to their respective congressmen to add their names to a let -policy and, in addition, 318 IREM
ter urging EPA regulators not to hastily create regulations related to the

Members lobbied the issue last
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking titled "Lead: Renovation, Repair

April on Capitol Hill. They urged
and Painting (LRRP) Program for Public and Commercial Buildings." As

legislators to vote against any mi- a direct result of these efforts, more than 50 members of the U.S. House of
tiatives that would change tax rates Representatives were motivated to sign the EPA letter, which was sent on
in ways that could potentially dis- May 1. IREM was represented some weeks later at an EPA hearing focused
courage future commercial real on renovation, repair and painting activities in commercial and public
estate investment, especially in an buildiigs.
already fragile market. Through The EPA has until December 31, 2016 to finalize regulations to address
their efforts, they helped to keep lead -paint dust, with IREM continuing to aggressively promote regulations
carried interest rates unchanged in that it views as fair and reasonable for commercial and multifamily real

9 2013 for individuals/couples whose estate.
adjusted gross income (AGI) is be- 2013 was a successful year in achieving legislative and public policy goals
low the $400,000/$450,000 level that enhance and promote the real estate management industry. The IREM
(for those who are over this AGI government affairs team is committed to having another great year in 2014..
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pfltllght±New Products

KEEP IT MOVING

Hurricane Sandy is a reminder that seasonal storms and floods cause interior water II1
damage to untold numbers of houses and buildings. In these situations, MovinCool

OVC0OLportable spot air conditioners, manufactured by DENSO Corporation, can play an
essential role in cleanup. The most essential task in water -damage restoration is to ' III II

prevent mold from forming or spreading further, and to accomplish this, moisture
111 ft

and humidity must be removed as fast as possible.
I

I
I IMovinCool's dehumidification technology uses powerful, industrial -grade blow-

ers to puli in large volumes of moisture laden air then push out equally large vol
umes of dry air. This produces significantly faster results than with fans or dehu-

midifiers, reducing restoration costs.
For pricing and availability, visit www.movincool.com.

KNOCK ON WOOD, / Linear Wood Ceiling Panels

and Grilles, available through Cer-
tainTeed, bring the warmth of natural

Linear Wood panels and grilles feature solid

wood to interior spaces and provides en-
hanced design flexibility to architects and de-

signers.

medium -density fiberboards (MDF) with a natural
wood veneer finish. The panels and grilles are available in cherry, beech,
maple and ash finishes, as well as custom veneers. Linear Wood panels and
grilles are available in standard lengths with a range of options for module
and plank widths as well as panel thickness.

For pricing and availability, visit www.decoustics.com.

ILLUMINATING

Magnalight, available through Larson Electronics, is a
portable, 400 -watt metal halide hazardous

area rated pedestal mount work light.
Designed for high output, portability

and compliance with Class 1 Divi-
sion 2 hazardous location regula-
tions, the EPL-PM-1X400MH-100
Metal Halide Hazardous Location

Light illuminates 25,000 square feet of
work area and is suitable for wet locations.

The compact size and 100 -foot long cord, combined with the
pedestal base with built-in carry handle, provides operators in haz-

ardous locations with an easily deployed and highly versatile source of por-
table illumination.

For pricing and availability, visit www.magnalight.com.
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SIGNAL BOOSTER

Newer, thermally efficient office

and commercial buildings-even
residences constructed to com-
ply with stringent seismic and fire
codes-often prevent cellular sig-

nals from penetrating their exterior
walls and low-emittance (low -E)

windows.
Three new multi -frequency 4G In-

door Cellular Signal Boosters, avail-
able through Wilson Electronics,
amplify signals for devices on AT&T,
Verizon and T -Mobile 4G networks,
as well as voice and data on all carri-
ers' legacy networks. Improve signal
in your building with fewer dropped
connections and no -service "dead
zones:' faster data transfer rates and
improved battery life for cellular de-
vices inside the building.

$70. Available on Amazon and at
weteireuif enm
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2
SM RT DEVICES
TO. ONTROL YOUR
EL TRONICS

Conserving electricity by upgrading your home or office with smart technology does not have
to be expensive. The WeMo Switch and WeMo Light Switch are easy to install, entry-level
devices that can help make your home or office increase connectivity and conserve power.

BELKIN WEMO SWITCH
I

$49.99
The Belkin WeMo Switch is a smart
outlet adapter that plugs into exist-

i
' j

ing electrical outlets and allows you

J

to control electronic devices remotely.
---i Using your home or office Wi-Fi Net-

work, the WeMo Switch provides wireless control of al-
most any connected device, through the free WeMo App
for your Smartphone or Tablet. You can also set timers or
schedules for lamps or any other device plugged into the
WeMo Switch-ideal for when you are away. The WeMo
Switch also has a built-in motion sensor that can turn
on any plugged in device, like a lamp, for up to one min-
ute. This is a very useful feature when entering a dark
room. Rather than fumbling for a switch in the dark, the
WeMo connected lamps will turn on automatically.

BELKIN WEMO LIGHT
I SWITCH

I
$49.99

The Belkin WeMo Light Switch is a
direct replacement for your existing
light switches and allows you to re-
motely turn on and off the lights and
ceiling fans in your home or office. It

works similar to the WeMo Switch, over your existing
Wi-Fi network. When used with the WeMo App, you
can create a schedule for turning on and off the lights
in your home or office. The WeMo App can also be pro-
grammed to turn your lights off and on at sunrise and
sunset. Simply enter your location in the WeMo app, and
the light switches will turn on and off at the correspond-
ing times. The WeMo Light Switch is backlit so it is easy
to locate in a dark room.

The WeMo app also provides energy consumption
data for any connected device. You can track your en-
ergy consumption for the connected device, and use that
information to help conserve electricity or discover how
much energy a specific device uses.
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CASE STUDY:
This situation involves an international chain restaurant, whose client base requiring all of the accessories that

includes the elderly. Vehicle parking is provided in asphalt parking areas on are required for safe stairs, such
all four sides of the building. A seven-inch high concrete curb separates the as handrails. This is not to say a
parking lot from a concrete sidewalk around the perimeter of the building, handrail is required at all existing
Curbs are used to provide physical separation between vehicular areas and steps-but the facility in the above

pedestrian areas and to prevent parked vehicles from overhanging a side- example could reduce the potential

walk. for catastrophic falls and injuries,

A 14 -foot x 6 -inch -wide no parking zone/pedestrian drop-off area, des- by eliminating these unnecessary
ignated by painted striping, is located in the parking lot directly in line with single steps between two pedes-
the ramped sidewalk that descends from the primary restaurant entrance to trian areas. A properly designed
the sidewalk round the perimeter of the building. Parking spaces and curb curb ramp transitioning the differ -

ramps for the physically disabled are provided in other areas of the perim- ence in elevation between the two
eter of the building. Where the curb is not used to separate vehicles and pedestrian areas would have been
pedestrians-but rather two designated pedestrian areas, such as at the tran- a much safer alternative-and well
sition between the pedestrian sidewalk and the designated pedestrian drop- worth it.
off area at the front of the building-the seven -inch -high concrete curb is a While the professionals that de -

single step separating two pedestrian areas. signed this situation may not have
The hazards associated with single steps have been well documented for thought about the ramifications to

many years. This is especially true for the elderly and disabled. These steps the user population, property man -

are precarious, especially from those who may require walkers or other as- agers are unfortunately left to deal
sistance devices, with the situation.

The International Property Maintenance Code is a model property main-
tenance code that establishes minimum conditions for safety and requires: JULIUS PEREIRA III

302.3 Sidewalks and driveways. All sidewalks, walkways, stairs, drive- CJUL!USPEREIRAØ

ways, parking spaces and similar areas shall be kept in a proper state of
repair, and maintained free from hazardous conditions. CONSULTING IN CHADDS

By way of reference, the International Building Code Commentary and
i FORD, PA.

the Life Safety Code consider single steps in pedestrian walkways as stairs,
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"Copper is a commodity used by numerous industries for a variety of
reasons," said Mike Adelizzi, executive vice president of the American Sup-
ply Association in Itasca, Ill. "It's attractive to thieves because it's easy to
steal, difficult to get caught stealing and the penalties for [getting caught]

COPPERMAY

are merely a slap on the wrist. This is a problem everywhere."
Copper theft is an epidemic across the nation, spurred by copper's record -

NOTBE AN
high values in recent years and a vast pool of vacant properties that have
become easy targets for such crime, Adelizzi said. Often found in HVAC

OFFICIAL
systems, plumbing, electrical wiring and fiber optics at properties, copper
is highly valued at scrap yards, enticing thieves to steal the material and sell

"PRECIOUS
itforquickcash.

However, the cost to real estate portfolios is not just the stolen copper it-

M BUT
self, but rather the extensive property damage resulting from theft, said Dee
Headley, CPM, vice president for Cassidy Turley in Indianapolis.

CERTAINLY
"Property managers should be concerned with copper theft," Head-

ley said. "There is so much reconstruction that has to be done to build -

PRECIOUS TO
ings where this occurs...It's our job to protect our owners' assets. If there is
something we can do to prevent copper theft, we need to bring that to our

REALESTATE
owners' attention."

flIAIME P ( A M
'J V V I 1 I I4IJ

COPPER THEFT COSTS

Metal theft is certainly getting attention. From Jan.1, 2010, through Dec. 31,

MANAGERS 2012, the number of insurance claims for the theft of copper, bronze, brass
U.. .

or aluminum increased 36 -percent when compared with the same time pe-

ASVVELL AS nod between 2009 and 2011, according to the most recent statistics in a May
2013 report from the National Insurance Crime Bureau, which tracks metal

CRIM INALS. theft statistics. Ninety-six percent of those claims were for copper alone.
The growing number of copper theft incidents is especially concerning to

real estate professionals, considering the hefty costs associated with repair-
ing the resulting damages. Copper theft and losses to U.S. businesses cost
nearly $1 billion annually, according to information from the Department
of Energy.

"This is not a cheap problem to fix," said Dan Kleiman, real estate seg-
ment head for Zurich Insurance Group, in Schaumburg, Ill. "The real costs
to society are building repairs and the replacement of [mechanical or elec-
trical] systems that have been stripped of copper."

He said the far-reaching costs of metal theft at properties include addi-
tional labor costs to repair collateral damage; water damage stemming from
stolen copper pipes; increased costs to ensure the damaged building and its
services comply with updated regulations, which might not have applied
during initial construction or installation; and lead removal from a prop-
erty's exterior, possibly causing water ingression or triggering the need for
regular and comprehensive inspections.

Lori Tillis, CPM, senior asset manager for Ohio Capital Corporation for
Housing in Columbus, Ohio, said her company has seen instances where
thieves have walked away with $40 worth of copper, while causing more
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Lori Tillis, CPM, senior asset manager for Ohio Capital Corporation for
Housing in Columbus, Ohio, said her company has seen instances where
thieves have walked away with $40 worth of copper, while causing more
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"COPPER THEFT IS AN ISSUE

EVERYWHERE, AND I DON'T SEE IT

GOING ANYWHERE ANYTIME SOON."

"IT'S SOMFJHING PROPERTIES NEED TO

ADDRESS. I HAVE CUSTOMERS WHO

HA VE TAKEN THEIR CHANCES AND

HA VE BEEN HIT SEVERAL TIMESa"
-Mike McCalip, Sonitrol

than $10,000 in property damage-from destroying dry wall and HVAC
units to flooding properties by compromising plumbing systems.

Eileen Wirth, CPM, president and CEO of Octavia Hill Association Inc.,
in Philadelphia, said while working for a former employer in April 2012,

thieves broke into a vacant 22 -unit multifamily building and ripped out all
the copper piping for baseboard heat and sprinkler lines, plus hacked away
at the water meter. In effect, the building flooded because its water lines
were still operating when damaged. She said the damage amounted to about

$250,000.

"The cost of these damages is outrageous for our properties," Tillis said.
"Our company and our partners will do anything to combat this."

PREVEN71NG THEFT
Combating copper theft-which occurs at all property types, both vacant
and occupied-involves everything from common sense lighting solutions
to installing the latest gadgets at properties to deter thieves.

"Anywhere there is copper, there is risk," Tillis said. "Mangers have to be
proactive when trying to prevent copper theft.

Regardless of property type or tenancy, well -maintained properties are
certainly less desirable to criminals, Kleiman said, making general upkeep,
like mowing the grass or replacing broken windows, important.

.'-

"Facilities that are neglected be-
come quicker targets," he said.

Increasing lighting around a

property's exterior, or tying light-
ing to timers or motion sensors is
one deterrent, Headley said. Plac-
ing cages over HVAC units, some of
which have alarms, can also thwart
theft. However, Headley said that
option might be an inconvenience
when actually servicing the units.

Mike McCalip, sales manager
at Sonitrol, an electronic security
company, advised denying easy
access to roofs where HVAC units
are often located. He suggested
removing hard fixed ladders from
buildings and keeping dumpsters
away from buildings-especially
at those properties with low roofs
like strip centers-so perpetrators
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can't hoist themselves onto the roof
from the dumpster.

Headley said some of her proper-
ties have begun using a monitored
wireless video security system that
is triggered only by movement. The
cameras can be placed anywhere
and don't require power cords, In-
ternet or phone lines to function.
The video monitor verifies whether
someone has accessed the roof or
if a false alarm has occurred. She
said no thefts have occurred since
installing the cameras.

Wirth said continual physical
surveillance is also important, par-
ticularly at vacant properties where
typically no one else is around. At
the property where plumbing lines
and baseboard heating systems
were destroyed because of copper
theft, causing $250,000 in damage,
she said the thieves were caught be-
cause maintenance personnel sur-
veying the building heard suspi-
cious noises and called the police.

"Make it as difficult as possible
for someone to steal the copper,"
Adelizzi said. "Secure the property
as best you can."

ASSURANCE WITH
INSURANCE
Security from copper theft also
comes in the form of insurance
coverage. Real estate managers and
owners should be well-informed
about their properties' insurance
policies, Kleiman said.

"Many carriers have exclusions,
especially when it comes to vacant
properties," he said.

Tillis said the vacant properties
associated with her company that
have experienced copper theft were
denied coverage because of vacan-
cy clauses in policies. Headley said

her experiences have been similar for the most part.
Kleiman said owners and managers may have their insurance brokers

attempt to negotiate such clauses out of their agreement, but the premium
will likely be higher. He also said if an insurance carrier won't remove a
vacancy clause, owners and managers may look to the excess and surplus
lines for coverage.

As for occupied properties, however, Tillis and Headley have had more
success with copper theft damages being covered, they said, but at the cost
of fairly high deductibles. Tillis said insurance covered the loss of $26,000
in equipment at an occupied building where all the HVAC units were stolen,
but her company was responsible for a $10,000 deductible.

"Study the deductible opt ions very carefully," Tillis said. "If your prop-
erty cannot afford to take a big hit, you should consider adding more cover-
age to bring down the deductible."

Another policy consideration, Kleiman said, is actual cash value lan-
guage, whereby the insurer agrees to cover only a portion of replacement
costs, maintaining that the destroyed items lost their value over time and
are not worth the full value of new items. The insurer will pay the value it
believes the used items would warrant.

He said ordinance of law exclusions might also catch many owners or
managers off guard. It denies payment for the construction or repair of
damaged buildings to conform to the latest building standards. It will only
cover costs up to the standards the building formerly had to meet.

"Know your policies and your coverage," Wirth said. "You don't want to
find out after the fact that you aren't covered by your policy."

NO END IN SIGHT

While the value of copper has fallen from its peak during the recession, it
still remains a valuable commodity-trading at just above $3 per pound at
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange in December 2013.

"Copper theft is an issue everywhere, and I don't see it going anywhere
anytime soon," McCalip of Sonitrol said. "It's something properties need to
address. I have customers who have taken their chances and have been hit
several times.

CPM Members said they are trying to implement as many solutions as
possible to avoid the costly risk of copper theft. Even State legislation and
regulations have been enacted to curb the problem, according to informa-
tion from the National Insurance Crime Bureau.

Last year, at the federal level, the senate considered a bill called the "Metal
Theft Prevention Act of 2013." Action was tabled, however, but it confirmed
the critical nature of this crime-a crime with implications property man-
agers understand first hand.

"This is a big problem," Tillis said. "We're very concerned about it, and
we're trying to find a way to beat this.".

KRISTIN GUNDERSON HUNT IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM'. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN IREM MEMBER INTERESTED
IN WRITING FOR JPM, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASØIREM.ORG.
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Th GREEN TEAM
Inside Weingarten Realty Investors' Innovative Green Initiative

In the past decade, sustainabilify issues in the commercial real estate industry have
moved from the fringe to the mainstream. Within the industry, each asset class faces

unique challenges and opportunities to reduce energy, water and waste-including
aligning the property manager's and tenant's economic interests so that value -creating

retrofit projects actually get done.
Retail properties exemplify the "split incentive" issue between property managers

and tenants pursuing sustainability projects. Owners typically pay directly for common

area expenses (e.g., parking lot lighting, landscape irrigation) while tenants are

responsible for utilities within their own interiors. Advancing sustainability requires a
highly motivated property owner with a vision of improving the status quo by engaging

and mobilizing property managers and tenants.
To gain perspective on the subject, IREM Sustainability (www.IREMsustainability.

corn) turned to Jeffrey Warwick, CPM, Director of Sustainability for Weingarten Realty
Investors (NYSE: WRI). Founded in 1948, Weingarten now owns and operates 273

retail properties in 21 states, totaling over 50 million square feet.

When and why did you first get interested in
sustai nabi lily?
I can't tell you when sustainability first appeared on our radar, but it has
been incorporated into our daily operations for quite some time. We formed
our Green Team back in 2011 to officially track and implement sustainable
initiatives across the portfolio. Weingarten Realty actively embraces various
initiatives that support the future of environmentally friendly retail centers.
We recognize that there are economic, environmental and social implica-
tions associated with the full range of our sustainahility efforts, and that
a commitment to incorporating sustainable practices will add long-term
value to our assets.

What were some of your initial objectives for
making shopping centers more efficient?
A property manager has a limited impact on energy and water conserva-
tion in an open air shopping center. It's estimated that the property manager
controls 15 to 25 percent of the total energy consumed at any given site.
We began with the low hanging fruit-parking lot lights, irrigation controls
and the trash/recycling programs. We have been very successful in our early
attempts to reduce consumption in these areas across our entire portfolio.
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How did you get buy -in from management to make
"green" a priority?
Being "green" is about making smart business decisions-so from that per-
spective, the decision to implement a sustainability program on our proper-
ties was easy. Our Green Team is tasked with capturing our "smart green
decisions" and telling our sustainability story. We all want and appreciate
doing what is right; and it certainly helps when bottom -line improvements
fuel the momentum.

Once you had buy -in from the top, how did you
engage individual property managers?
Our Green team is comprised of property -level associates on purpose. Gain-
ing buy -in at the property level has been the key to our success so far. As
managers buy into the initiatives and take ownership of them, it creates a
very powerful grassroots effort to "green" up our portfolios. We have also
placed a heavy emphasis on recognizing individuals who have improved
financial performance through sustainability initiatives in our annual per-
formance reviews. Because of our success from our grassroots effort, we are
proud to proclaim that 100 percent of our core assets participate in at least
one sustainability-related project.

What were some of your biggest challenges
building a Green Team and gaining momentum?
I wouldn't say that there were very many challenges creating our Green
Team. We had many managers who were already interested and invested
in sustainable efforts well before we officially rolled out our Green Team. I
think education is the most important piece of the puzzle for gaining mo-
mentum. Once you educate someone on why and how you are doing some -

made a clear distinction between
"being green" and "acting green."

We want to walk the walk,
not just talk the talk.
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thing, it is easier for them to get on
board. We made a clear distinction
between "being green" and "acting
green:' We want to walk the walk,
not just talk the talk.

Who is on your Green
Team today, and what
are their roles?
Our Green Team consists of sev-
en total members: Two Senior
Property Managers, one Regional
Property Manager, our Director of
CADD Services, one Senior Con-
struction Specialist, two Senior
New Development Managers and
one Marketing Specialist. The team
members were specifically chosen
from different regions throughout
the United States to further ex-
pand the knowledge and practices
from different climates and regions.
The team is focused on four major
initiatives: Energy management,
water management, recycling and
construction/build-outs.

What advice would you
give to other companies
that are interested
in ramping up their
sustainabilily efforts?
The old cliché, "you can't manage
what you don't measure:' is very
true. I would recommend that any
company or individual that wants
to ramp up sustainability efforts
should start by taking stock of
where they are right now. Once you

get organized and have the data,
you can begin to prepare for the
future, then implement and track
your progress. Educate as many
associates in your company about
what you are doing and why you

are doing it. Measure your results as often as possible and use the data to tell
your story.

How do you measure across your 270+ properties
and determine which are the most ripe for
improvement?

It all starts at the property level. Each manager has a knowledge base about
their specific assets. For example, if we have a large center that tends to burn
its parking lot lights all night long, we might have an area of opportunity
here. The managers are aware of our Energy Management program and they
submit their properties for review. This process allows us to examine each
asset for a lighting retrofit, fixture replacements and/or an energy manage-
ment system installation. We also have a water and waste program in place
for irrigation systems and trash/recycling services. Twice per year, the Green

Team meets with the Steering Committee to discuss the goals of the program
and decide realistic expectations for implementing programs on properties
while keeping budgets and necessity in mind.

We're very excited to use the new IREMsustainability.com platform to
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manage our data and help drive additional improvements across our port -
folio.

Who leads the Green Team? How much time is
spent on the task?
As the Director of Sustainability, it is my responsibility to ensure our sus-
tainability initiatives are researched, executed, tracked and reported. Each
Green Team member employs the help of additional champions within our
company to further our impact. In total, we have approximately 14 associates
helping out on our sustainability initiatives every day. It's difficult to separate
out exactly how much time is spent on our Green Initiatives since we have
integrated this into our daily operations, but I believe 25 percent of my time
is devoted to sustainability-related projects.

Have you done anything to engage and help your
tenants become more efficient within their space?
Our goal is to share our knowledge and advice with our tenants about how
they can save money, time and the environment with a few simple adapta-
tions. The tenant engagement module of IREMsustainabi!ity.com makes it
easier to educate tenants within each of our properties about their specific
opportunities. Each small step we take can make a huge impact.

JEFFREY J. WARWICK, CPM, (JWARWICK(ãWEINGARTEN.COM) IS
DIRECTOR OF SUSTAINABILITY/REGIONAL PROPERTY MANAGER OF
WEINGARTEN REALTY IN HOUSTON.
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When to Talk and When
to Keep up your Silence
REM CODE OF PROFESSIONAL ETHICS, ARTICLE 2: CONFIDENTIALITY

BY MARY FAITH NUGIEL, CPM, CMCA, AMS, PCAM

It is easy to see spot the ethics violation when a manager leaves a job to work
for a new management company, or starts a new management company, and
suddenly has a client that used to be with that manager's previous manage-
ment company. The IREM Code of Profrssional Ethics does not attempt to
limit free trade, but it does prohibit plagiarizing and using confidential ma-
terial, such as marketing information, client lists and pricing, to further one's
own career to the detriment of another member of the Institute. It is clear
that a Management Company owns the rights to its own client list and mar-
keting materials. These cases are often cut and dry. What is often not clear is
the other side of the same coin.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOT SO CUT AND DRY
Confidentiality, as defined by Article 2 of the Code, not only addresses non-
disclosure of information for personal gain, it also prohibits disclosure to
"friendly" sources such as contractors or industry professionals. It is clear
that every successful manager works to establish a good working relation-
ship with vendors, renters, condominium owners and other people that may
work or live in the property managed. A good relationship is critical to suc-
cess in this business. But when is friendly, too friendly? It is not always so
easy to know.

A good manager interfaces well with many people. Often, the longer the
working relationship, the smoother the management of the property. Re-
gardless of the type of property, all managers depend on their contractors
and professional relationships to afford them a quick response time and a
guarantee of excellent service. What happens, however, when those relation-
ships are stretched too far? It is very easy for a manager to get caught up in
work friendships and put professional ethics on the line.

IiUTTIrsiiLet's take the case where a condominium manager discloses
information on units for rent to a real estate broker. By all appearances, this
looks like the association board has endorsed one particular broker. Have
they? Do they know this broker is receiving information that other brokers
don't have? If not, this manager is probably in violation of Article 2, Confi-
dentiality.

1111 fl sW What about the public official who asks the manager for in-
formation on renters in a building? The manager needs to ask questions.
Why do you need this information? How will you be using this information?
Is there a city ordinance that requires me to give you this information? If the
official is asking for the information to do a campaign mailing, for example,

there may be a breach of Article 2 if
the information is provided. It can
be difficult to ask questions and say
no to the request, but IREM Mem-
bers have the duty to keep all pro-
prietary information confidential.

It! fltsi A Manager is talk-
ing with a contractor, or even an
industry professional such as an
attorney, and the discussion drifts
to other properties managed by
the manager or serviced by the
contractor or the professional. Be
careful. What looks like a friendly
conversation with a long-time pro-
fessional acquaintance could easily
turn into a violation of the Code.

It is easy for a simple conversa-
tion to turn into a situation where
confidential information is dis-
closed. Be on your guard at all

times. Remember, IREM Members,
particularly ARM and CPM Mem-
bers, are held to the high standards
set forth in the IREM Code of Pro-
frssional Ethics.

MARY FAITH NUGIEL,
CPM, CMCA, AMS,
PCAM, (MNUGIELØ
RCPMANAGEMENT.
COM), IS PRESIDENT, RCP
MANAGEMENT COMPANY,
IN MONROE, N.J.
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FOUR STUDENTS' CAREERS CATAPULTED
WITH HELP FROM THE IREM FOUNDATION

Among the hundreds who con-
verged in Scottsdale, Arizona, last
October to be a part of the IREM Fall
Leadership Conference were four
college students-thanks to funding
from the IREM Foundation.

Robby Wal(lrop was at the con-
ference as IREM's first Student of
the Year, a program developed by
IREM's Student and Academic Out-
reach Advisory Board. Waldrop, a
senior business management major
at the University of Alabama, al-
ready is a property manager at an
80 -unit on -campus apartment. In
writing about his conference expe-
rience, Waldrop said, "I have never
experienced the level of profession-
alism that was exhibited at the con-
ference and I intend on doing my
best to be a productive member of
IREM for the rest of my property
management career." More than
just a conference attendee, Wal-
drop also was a speaker, taking part
in a panel discussion about hiring
and motivating young people.

Coming from the University of
Wisconsin -Stout, was senior Kath-
erine Anderson, who is major-
ing in property management. "It
was brought up numerous times
that people in the industry are ag-
ing, and there will be a shortage of
property managers in the near fu-
ture:' Katherine said. She, like the
other students, was riveted to the
insights shared by keynote speaker
Anant Yardi and energized by con-
nections made with IREM meni-
bers throughout the conference.
Several other students from UW-
Stout, which has an IREM student
club, were also in Scottsdale.

Megan Bryant, who graduated
with a residential property man-

agement degree from Virginia Tech in December, two months after attend-
ing the conference, said, "The Legislative Forum was one of the sessions
that sparked a great deal of interest for me. It was very informative to see
how current legislative policies can affect our business on a daily basis." She
found this session especially interesting, having taken part in IREM's Capi-
tol Hill visits last April.

Noting that the conference had a big impact on her career plans, Megan
shared that she was set on pursuing residential property management
when she graduated. "However, talking to different professionals and
hearing about the differences between residential and commercial property
management, I have decided that I am best suited for commercial property
management:' said Bryant.

Shunsuke Cameron attended the conference as a graduate student in
residential property management at Ball State University in Muncie, md.
"I believe IREM can take me to another level in my career:' Cameron said,
adding that IREM Members he met at the conference shared thoughts with
the students to help "kick-start our careers. What more could we ask for?"

Waldrop, together with the other students, was at the Governing Council
meeting where IREM business activities were shared. "Some of the most
successful property management executives in the world were there...I felt

a of IREM."
Jamonica Facysoli, a student from St.Augustine's University in Raleigh,

N.C., was scheduled to be at the conference as a Foundation scholar but was
forced to cancel at the last minute.

Six scholarships will be given to students to attend the 2014 conference
in Orlando. With contributions from you, this number could grow-
enabling more students like Robby, Katherine, Megan and Shun to be
introduced to IREM and invited into the world of professional real estate
management.

IREM FOUNDATION 2013
LEFT TO RIGHT: GAIL DUKE.

CPM. 2013 FOUNDATION VICE
PRESIDENT; SHUN CAMERON,
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY; KIT
ANDERSON, UNIVERSITY OF

WISCONSIN - STOUT; MEGAN
BRYANT. VIRGINIA TECH;

ROBBY WALDROP, UNIVERSITY
OF ALABAMA-TUSCALOOSA;
BOB TOOTHAKER, CPM. 2013

FOUNDATION PRESIDENT.

IREM STUDENT AND ACADEMIC
OUTREACH ADVISORY BOARD
WITH STUDENTS LEFT -RIGHT:
SHUN CAMERON. BALL STATE
UNIVERSITY; CASEY MARKA,
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN -
STOUT; KIT ANDERSON,
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN -
STOUT; WAYNE TYLER. 2014 VICE
CHAIR; DEE HEADLEY, 2014 CHAIR;
BRAD ASHLEY. 2013 CHAIR:
DANIEL HOLPERIN, UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN - STOUT; MATT LYNE,
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN -
STOUT; BEN KRAUTKRAMER.
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN -
STOUT
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The IREM Nominating Committee has announced its slate of nominees for 2015 national officers to serve with 2015 President
Lori E. Burger, CPM, Rohnert Park, Calif. They are:

PRESI DENT- ELECT SECRETARY/TREASURER

Christopher E. Mellen, CPM, ARM, Michael T. Lanning, CPM,
Braintree, Mass. Kansas City, Mo.

The IREM Nominating Committee also submits the following nominations for regional vice presidents for the 2015-2016 term.

REGIONAL
REGION NOMINEE JURISDICTION

Delaware,
Anne -Marie N. Niklaus,

2 CPM, ARM
New Jersey.

New York,
Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

Alabama,
Branden Joseph Barker,

Arkansas,
5 CPM

Louisiana,
Baton Rouge, La. Mississippi

Indiana,

6
Dee E. Headley, CPM Kentucky,

Indianapolis Michigan, Ohio,
West Virginia

Arizona,

8
Amy M. Flores, CPM Colorado,
Albuquerque, N.M. Nevada, New

Mexico, Utah

Laurie M. Gral, CPM California,
Burbank, CA Hawaii

Alaska, Idaho,
Cammie A. Atlie, Montana,

12 CPM, ARM Oregon,
Gresham, Ore. Washington,

Wyoming

Emily Christine Goodman, North Carolina,
13 CPM, ARM South Carolina,

Greensboro, N.C. Tennessee

Mary B. Aubrey, CPM
14 Canada

Vancouver, B.C.

The election will take place during the REM Governing
Council meeting on Tuesday, ApriL 8, 2014, at the
Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, DC. REM
bylaws provide for additional nominations for officer
and regional vice president positions. Any additional
nominations must be made by a petition signed by
at least 15 members of the Governing Council and
delivered to the Executive Vice President at least 10
days in advance of the date set for the election.

How Can Water Put $20,000
Or More Back Into Your Budget?

-.

.
.

With an average yearly savings of 14 percent,
WaterSignal is the first wireless system that monitors

water usage in real time.

With water rates rising dramatically.., frozen
pipes and catastrophic leaks may be draining
your utility budget. That's why you need
WaterSig naIl

Leak Alerts

Often you may not be aware of a leak until you
receive a shocking bill 30 to 60 days later. With
our patent pending technology, you will be
immediately alerted to leaks.

Conservation

As part of our service, our staff will survey your
property for actual or potential leaks and advise
"Best Practices" to save your water and dollars.

How can you manage what you don't
mrii ir2 (Th ir hhrwircl chrw nrmrrh, drifci

You receive an
instant alert

by the hour, day, or month.

Save Today! Visit WaterSignal.com, call 877-704-0980 or email us at
Save@watersignal.com.

r
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ON THE ROAD
WITH IREM LEADERS

MARCH / IL LEADERSHIP VISITS

March 10 - 14
MIPIM
Location: Cannes, France
Visiting Leader: Joseph Greenblatt, CPM, President;

Russetl Salzman, Executive Vice President and CEO

March 11
New York Asset Symposium
Location: New York
Visiting Leader: Lori Burger, CPM, President -Elect

March 13
Northern Nevada/Tahoe No. 89
Location: Reno, Nev.
Visiting Leaders: Benjamin McGrew, CPM, Senior Vice

President

March 25
Nebraska No. 12
Location: Omaha, Neb.
Visiting Leaders: Russell Salzman, Executive Vice

President and CEO

RULES OF THE ROAD:
 Advancing JR EM's global brand and influence.
 Harvesting knowledge valuable to IREM Members.
 Strengthening the IREM Chapter network.

'LIApril i -

American Real Estate Society
Location: San Diego
Visiting Leaders: Nancye Kirk, Chief Strategy Officer &

Vice President, Global Services

April 5 - 9
REM Leadership and Legislative Summit

Location: Washington, D.C.

April 6-8
Jones Lang LaSalle National Management Training
Location: Scottsdale, Ariz,
Visiting Leaders: Kathy O'Leary, Manager, Corporate

Solutions

April 9 - 16
DomExpo & Russian Guild of Realtors/FIABCI
Location: St. Petersburg
Visiting Leaders: Joseph Greenblatt, CPM, President;

Nancye Kirk, Chief Strategy Officer & Vice President,
Global Services; Leah Misbin, Senior Manager,
IIiLi IdLIUiidi 1I Ui diii

EL Paso No. 84 April 16 - 17
Location: El Paso, Texas Utah Apartment Association Tradeshow & Utah Chapter
Visiting Leaders: Joseph Greenblatt, CPM, President Visit

March 28 Location: Salt Lake City
Take Our Future to Lunch Visiting Leaders: Lori Burger, CPM

Location: Indianapolis
Visiting Leaders: Michael Lanning, CPM, Senior Vice

President AL )'&ILfII9L'I

INDEX

 January
Advertiser Website PagePeter K. Leurtg,CPM
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Appfolio www appfolio.com 13Matthew C. Boles, CPM Ute McKee, CPM
Troy F. Briggs, CPM Mark McMullen, CPM Income/Expense Analysts Metro

org/IE 27
Jolie Bunol, CPM, ACoM Anca I. Morar, CPM, ARM Reports

Elena Chizhova, CPM Cary J. Morin, CPM Income/Expense Analysis
http//IE irem org 15

Heath A. Clark, CPM, ACoM Kurt E. O'Brien, CPM Submittals

Jason Diller, CPM Clayton A. Peterson, CPM REM industry Partners www.irem.org 25
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insider / COI JR SF TJSTINGS

 MARCH
ETH800 March 3 MiLwaukee MPSAXM March 17-20 Chandler, Ariz.

ASM6O3 March 3-4 Austin, Texas MPSAXM March 17-20 Pittsburgh COURSE
CODES KEY

RES2O1 March 4-8 Milwaukee RES2O1 March 17-21 Fairfax, Va.

ASM6O4 March 5-6 Austin, Texas RES2O1 March 17-26 Oakbrook, Ill.
ARM EXM //ARM

Certification Exam

FIN4O2 March 5-6 Boise, Idaho MKL4O5 March 18-19 San Francisco ASM6O3 //Investment

RES2O1 March 6-15 Kirkland, Wash. MNT4O2 March 19-20 Rochester, N.Y
Real Estate Financing
and Valuation - Part

ASMÔO5 March 7 Austin, Texas MKL4O4 March 19-20 Golden Valley, Minn. One

ASM6O3 March 10-11 Annapolis Junction, Md. RES2O1 March 19-28 Orange. Calif. ASM6O4 /1 Investment
Real Estate Financing

ASM6O3 March 10-11 Los Angeles HRS4O2 March 20-21 San Francisco and Valuation - Part
Two

MNT4O2 March 10-11 Charlotte, N.C. MKL4O5 March 20-21 Albany, N.Y.
ASM6t)5 If Investment

MKL4O5 March 10-11 New York CPMEXM March 21 Chandler, Ariz. Real Estate Financing

RES2O1 March 10-15 Anchorage, Ark. CPMEXM March 21 Pittsburgh
and Valuation - Part
Three

ETH800 March 11 Pittsburgh ASM6O3 March 24-25 Orlando, Fla. BDM6OI II Maximizing

HRS4O2 March 11-12 Jacksonville, Fla. ASM6O3 March 24-25 Reno, Nev.
Profit: Growth
strategies for Real

MKL4O5 March 11-12 Braintree, Mass. MPSAXM March 24-27 Milwaukee Estate Management
Companies

RES2O1 March 11-20 Las Vegas RES2O1 March 24-28 Delaware, Penn. CPMEXM CPM
ETH800 March 12 Albuquerque, N.M. HRS4O2 March 25-26 Memphis, Tenn. Certification Exam
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ASM6O5 March14 Annapolis Junction, Md. ASM6O5 March28 Reno, Nev. l.TC4OI Ii Housing

ASM6O5 March14 Los Angeles MPSAXM March 31 -April 3 Washington, D.C.
Credits: Compliance
Challenges and
Solutions

MKL4O4 II Marketing
and Leasing: Retail

 APR I L properties

CPMEXM April 4 Washington, DC ASM6O4 April 23-24 Kansas City, Mo. MKL4O5//Marketingand
Leasing: Multifamily

ASM6O3 April 14-15 Braintree, Mass. MKL4O5 April 23-24 Pittsburgh Properties

MNT4O2 April 14-15 Las Vegas MKL4OÔ April 23-24 Golden Valley, Minn. MKL4O6 II Marketing
and l.easing: (.)tlice

MNT4O2 April 14-15 San Antonio, Texas CID2O1 April 24-30 Honolulu Buildings

ASM6O4 April 16-17 Braintree, Mass. FIN4O2 April 24-25 Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. MN'r4o2//Managing the

FIN4O2 April 16-17 Las Vegas FIN4O2 April 24-25 San Francisco
Physical Asset

FIN4O2 April 16-17 San Antonio MKL4O6 April 24-25 Orange, Calif.
MPSAXM II Management

Plan Skills

HR5402 April 16-17 Cherry Hill, N.J. ASM6O5 April 25 Jackson, Miss. Assessment

ETH800 April 17 Boise, Idaho ASM6O5 April 25 Kansas City RES2OI /1 Successful Site
Management
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MOST UP-TO-

F1N402 April 22-23 St. Louis MKL4O5 April29-30 Rockville, M.D.
DATE COURSE

MNT4O2 April 22-23 San Francisco MKL4O6 April 29-30 Rockville, MD.
!.

LISTINGS,
MKL4OHC April 22-23 Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. ASMÔO4 April 30 -May 1 Englewood, Cob.

, PLEASE VSIT
ETH800 April 23 Portland, Ore. HRS4O2 April 30May 1 Charlotte, N.C. WWW.lREM.ORG/

ASM6O4 April 23-24 Jackson, Miss. HRS4O2 April 30 -May 1 New Orleans EDUCATION:k
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CASSIDY TURLEY, AMO, RECOGNIZED AS OUTSTANDING
WORKPLACE

Cassidy Turley, a leading commercial real estate services provider in the U.S.,
has achieved recognition from numerous leading business media and affili-
ated organizations as one of the Best Places to Work in nine markets- New
York, D.C., Nashville, Dallas, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, San Diego,
L.A.-across the U.S.

 Named one of New York's Top 50 Best Places to Work by Cram's New
York Business in 2012 and 2013

Cassidy Turley's Washington Region offices named 2013 Best Places to
Work by Washington Business Journal in 2007 and from 2009 -2013.
Cassidy Turley in Nashville recognized by the Nashville Business Jour-
nal as a 2012 Best Place to Work
Cassidy Turley in Dallas named a Best Place to Work by the Dallas Busi-
ness Journal in September 2012.
The St. Louis Post -Dispatch recently honored Cassidy Turley as a Top
Workplace, while the company was named a 2013 Best Places to Work
Finalist by the St. Louis Business Journal.
For the seventh year in a row, Cassidy Turley was recognized by the
Indiana Chamber of Commerce and Inside INdiana Business as among
the 2013 Best Places to Work in Indiana. Also, the Cincinnati Business
Courier recently named Cassidy Turley a Best Places to Work Finalist
for 2013.

Cassidy Turley in Los Angeles was named a Los Angeles Business Jour-
nal 2013 Best Places to Work firm.
Cassidy Turley in San Diego recently was named among the San Diego
Business Journal's 2013 Best Places to Work, an honor the San Diego of-
fice has received since 2009.

Long & Foster Names Joe Amatangelo, CPM, President of its
Property Management Division

MLong & Foster Real Estate, Inc., the largest independent
residential real estate company in the United States, has
named Joe Amatangelo, CPM, as the president of its prop-
erty management division. This business includes prop-
erty management, resort rentals and rental services. Am-
atangelo, who has more than 25 years of experience in real

estate, property management and
multifamily dwelling management,
joined Long & Foster in August
2010 as the vice president of resi-
dential property management and
rental services.

In addition to his property man-
agement experience, Amatangelo
has expertise in operations, execu-
tive management, accounting, fi-
nance and raising equity. Prior to
joining Long & Foster, he worked
as Chief Operating Officer at Mis-
sion Residential and Chief Finan-
cial Officer at Kettler Inc. and Ket-
tier Management Corp.

Building Owners and Man-
agers Association (BOMA)
Elects Brett Williams, CPM,
as President

Houston head-
quarters today
announced the
Houston chap-

ter of BOMA
has elected Brett

Williams, CPM, as president. Wil-
liams replaces Mary Stanton who
served as Chairman from 2012 to
2013.

"I am extremely honored to be
appointed as the 2014 BOMA Pres-
ident:' said Williams. "Our team
has significant plans for the up-
coming year, and we are excited to
begin our endeavors'

BOMA will be active in 2014
with policy events focusing on
supporting and advancing the
commercial real estate industry in
greater Houston through leader-
ship in advocacy, education, special
interest groups and professional
development.
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WHAT'S UP WITH THE

FEDERAL RESERVE?
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT is one of the core el- Low Commercial Real Estate Loans
ements of the real estate industry. Two unique features of
commercial real estate are that 1) It is capital intensive,
and 2) It is highly cash -flow dependent. The estimated
volume of institutional grade U.S. commercial real estate
is $6.8 trillion dollars. By managing these investment
properties, property managers play an essential part in
the success of these investments. In order to cash flow
properly, the general economy must work so that tenants
can pay their rents, demands of mortgage obligations can
be met and equity investors can achieve a return com-
mensurate with the risk of owning and operating real
estate.

The combination of low cost mortgage capital and an
improving economy have certainly helped our industry
over the past several years. In general, the properties we
manage are successful due to the combination of these
two factors. I have observed the, "people borrow money,
but economies pay it back" philosophy in motion. Our
industry should be asking, "What's up with the Fed?"

Open Market Operations
The Federal Reserve implements monetary policy in the
U.S. by conducting temporary and permanent open mar-
ket operations (OMOs). OMOs are one of three basic
tools used by the Federal Reserve to reach its monetary
policy objectives. Using OMOs, the Fed purchases secu-
rities to manipulate interest rates and increase the sup-
ply of money in our economy. This adjusts the supply of
reserve balances of member banks, lowers interest rates
and stimulates economic growth.

Reduced Fed Funds Rate
In late 2008, the Federal Open Market Committee
(FOMC) reduced its target Fed Funds Rate to between
0 to 0.25 percent. The Fed Funds Rate reached as high
as 5.25 percent in 2006. Fed Funds are uncollateralized
money that banks lend to each other overnight. Using
OMOs, the fed has recently purchased over $1.25 tril-
lion in mortgage backed securities (MBS) and is buying
as much as $85 Billion per month in short-term govern-
ment securities. This has kept the Fed Fund's Rate at an
all-time low of 0 to 0.25 percent for the past four years.

64 Jpm Mar.Apr 2014

So what has this done to the U.S. commercial real estate
market? Most commercial real estate loans have inter-
est rate adjustments every five years. The industry feared
that if interest rates were to rise soon after the 2008 reces-
sion, billions of dollars of commercial real estate loans
would be foreclosed. By keeping interest rates low, com-
mercial real estate loan refinancing was successful, rents
stayed relatively level and subsequent foreclosures were
kept at a minimum.

Lower interest rates and an increased money supply
have kept needed capital flowing to the commercial real
estate industry and to the general economy.

Cash flows needed to sustain loan payments have ma-
terialized and real estate investment has been somewhat
attractive compared to other investment opportunities.

How long will the Fed continue to buy securities at
current levels and how long will interest rates remain
historically low? That is the question facing our industry
and will ultimately be answered by knowing "What's up
with the Federal Reserve?".

ERIC B. STOREY, CPM, (ERIC.
STOREV@ZIONSBANK.COM),
IS SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
FORZIONS BANK IN SALT /'
LAKE CITY, AND IS AN
REM INSTRUCTOR.
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YARDI Multifamily SolutionM
One solution with mobility for your multifamily business:

>> Property Management
>> Financial Accounting
>> Revenue Management
>> Resident Screening
>> Renters Insurance
>> Utility Billing
>> Procureto Pay

>> Social Media Marketing
)> Reputation Management
)> Lead Tracking
>> Online Leasing
>> Online Resident Services
>> Leasing Pad
>> Business Intelligence

Enjoy the benefits of a single solution to manage your entire
organization starting with the Yardi VoyagerTM property management
and accounting platform. Extend your Yardi footprint with smart
additions from the Yardi Marketing SuiteTM and Yardi Multifamily SuiteTM
for a truly endto-end solution.

To learn more, call 800.866.1144
or visit www.yardi.com/multifamily
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